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Abstract

This thesis addresses the fundamental biological question of how cells achieve different

regulations of protein subgroups with cell volume and ploidy (ch. 1). For most proteins,

the production is coupled to cell volume, leading to constant concentrations with increas-

ing cell volume. However, strongly DNA-bound proteins, such as histones, are likely

needed at constant amounts, which would lead to decreasing concentrations as a function

of cell volume. It still remains unclear how cells could achieve to couple the production of

some protein subgroups to cell volume, but decouple it from cell volume for other protein

subgroups.

To answer this question, I focused on the regulation of histone proteins, using the model

organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae and made use of genetics in order to achieve a wider

range of observable cell volumes (ch. 2.1). Additionally, I performed live-cell fluorescence

microscopy (ch. 2.3), reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (ch. 2.4), flow cytometry

(ch. 2.5) and single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (ch. 2.6).

First, I demonstrate that histone protein and mRNA concentrations decrease with cell

volume and are coupled to their respective gene copy number (ch. 3.2 & 3.3). Then, I

show that this regulation is achieved by the histone promoter (ch. 3.4), is not an effect

of the cell cycle dependent production of histones (ch. 3.7), and most likely does not

require direct transcriptional feedback or degradation mechanisms (ch. 3.8). I also detail

a minimal mathematical model that describes the dependence of promoter transcription

rates with cell volume (ch. 3.5). This model predicts that the behaviour of a histone

promoter can be changed to that of most promoters, solely by decreasing its transcription

initiation rate. Using a series of promoter truncations, I confirm this theoretical prediction

experimentally (ch. 3.6).



viii ABSTRACT

In summary, this work shows that the regulation of histone proteins with cell volume and

genome content is likely an intrinsic property of histone promoters, where direct tran-

scriptional feedback or degradation mechanisms might play a role but are not necessary.

The model introduced during this work lays a foundation for a deeper understanding of

protein regulation with cell volume and ploidy in general. Interestingly, this regulation is

likely conserved across most eukaryotic cells.

Publication:

Claude, K.-L., Bureik, D., Chatzitheodoridou, D., Adarska, P., Singh, A., and Schmoller,

K. M. (2021) Transcription coordinates histone amounts and genome content. Nature

Communications, 12:4202.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Protein homeostasis with cell size

1.1.1 Cell size affects cellular physiology and protein homeosta-

sis

Looking at different biological organisms, it becomes clear that cell sizes can vary drasti-

cally depending on the type or function of cells [Ginzberg et al., 2015]. Prokaryotic cells,

for example, typically range from 0.1 - 5.0 µm in diameter, whereas eukaryotic cells are

much bigger, normally with diameters of 1 - 100 µm. In fact, cell size plays an important

role for cell survival, as it severely impacts on cell physiology [Goehring and Hyman,

2012,Chan and Marshall, 2010]. In particular, many sub-cellular structures, such as the

nucleus or mitochondria, increase in proportion to cell size [Jorgensen et al., 2007, Neu-

mann and Nurse, 2007,Rafelski et al., 2012,Seel et al., 2022]. Therefore, cells use various

mechanisms to control and regulate their size in order to stay healthy [Lloyd, 2013,Turner

et al., 2012,Robert, 2015,Ginzberg et al., 2015,Schmoller and Skotheim, 2015].

But, even with these control mechanisms, cells can still be subject to drastic changes in

their cell size. Changes in nutrient conditions can for example have severe impact on cell

growth and therefore cell size [Conrad et al., 2014]. Other biological processes, such as

embryogenesis or cell differentiation also lead to such changes in cell size [Aiken et al.,

2004, Tsichlaki and FitzHarris, 2016]. In addition, most proliferating cells grow bigger

whilst they are cycling through their cell cycle.



2 1. Introduction

In general, most biological processes in a cell are dependent on the appropriate concen-

trations of proteins involved in the reactions [Alberts et al., 2002]. Misregulation in the

expression of genes can severely impact on cell fitness, and can lead to many diseases of

the whole organism [Lee and Young, 2013]. Thus, concentrations of most proteins need

to be kept constant with cell growth. Normally, this is achieved by coupling the protein

production to cell size: bigger cells typically have higher transcription and protein syn-

thesis rates [Zhurinsky et al., 2010, Marguerat and Bähler, 2012, Padovan-Merhar et al.,

2015,Schmoller and Skotheim, 2015,Sun et al., 2020]. This leads to increasing amounts of

proteins [Williamson and Scopes, 1961, Crissman and Steinkamp, 1973, Wu and Pollard,

2005] resulting in roughly constant concentrations as a function of cell size.

1.1.2 Most proteins are kept at constant concentrations as a

function of cell size

The literature has been discussing how cells could achieve to couple general biosynthesis

to cell size for some time. Some studies indicate that the coupling of protein produc-

tion to cell size is mostly established by mRNA synthesis, rather than by mRNA turnover

rates [Marguerat and Bähler, 2012]. Bigger cells typically have more mRNAs as a result of

higher transcriptional output [Schmidt and Schibler, 1995,Elliott and McLaughlin, 1979].

In contrast, mRNA degradation rates are mostly independent of cell size [Zhurinsky et al.,

2010,Padovan-Merhar et al., 2015]. However, it is now also believed that mRNA synthe-

sis and degradation are linked to each other by some feedback mechanism [Sun et al.,

2012]. The general understanding follows the idea that some part of the transcriptional

machinery, some general transcription factors, or chromatin structures could be responsi-

ble for coupling general transcription rates to cell size [Marguerat and Bähler, 2012]. For

example, it has been shown that tuning the expression level of the RNA Polymerase II,

or several general transcription factors, had an impact on the levels of most mRNAs [Lee

et al., 2005, Sharma et al., 2006]. In addition, some subunits of the RNA Polymerase II

have also been shown to be haplo-insufficient, both in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and in

Schizosaccharomyces pombe [Kim et al., 2010,Pir et al., 2012]. This means that for some
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of those Polymerase II subunits, a diploid cell needs to have both gene copies encoding

for them in order to exhibit proper growth.

This leads to the common idea that some subunit of the transcriptional machinery is

limiting for the availability of the transcriptional machinery, and thus limiting for general

transcription rates. Increasing the availability of the transcriptional machinery by increas-

ing the amounts of this limiting component then leads to increased general transcription

rates. If the amount of this limiting component increased with increasing cell size, this

would allow cells to couple general transcription rates to cell size. Additionally, the idea

of a limiting component whose amount is linked to cell size also explains the fact that

total RNA and mRNA levels are not affected by ploidy, when comparing diploids and

haploids of similar size [Ogur et al., 1952, Galitski, 1999, Wu et al., 2010]. The genome

content of diploids is twice as much as the one of haploids. Thus, if a limiting compo-

nent is responsible for tuning general transcription rates, the mRNA production per gene

should drop in diploids, compared to haploids of similar size. This is because the limiting

component is now spread out across twice as many genes. As diploids have two copies

of each gene, though, the overall mRNA concentration should be similar to the one in

haploids [Wu et al., 2010,Lin and Amir, 2018,Sun et al., 2020].

In addition to transcription rates, translation rates also need to increase with cell size

in order to couple total protein production to cell size. This could be established by an

increase of ribosomes with cell size [Marguerat and Bähler, 2012]. In accordance with

this assumption, rRNA and total ribosomal protein synthesis indeed increase with cell

size [Padovan-Merhar et al., 2015,Elliott et al., 1979]. Additionally, the amount of many

ribosomal proteins increases in direct proportion to cell size [Schmoller and Skotheim,

2015].

In summary, if both global transcription rates and global translation rates increase in

direct proportion to cell size, the production of total proteins can also increase in direct

proportion to cell size (Fig. 1.1). This then leads to constant concentrations of most

proteins with growth, as is needed for most biochemical reactions [Alberts et al., 2002].

Transcription rates are thought to be mediated by the availability of a limiting component
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of the transcriptional machinery. Translation rates are thought to be mediated by the

availability of ribosomes.

1.1.3 Some protein subsets show a different regulation with cell

size

Coupling protein production to cell size is, however, not appropriate for all proteins in a

cell. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae for example, it has been shown that the production of

the G1/S inhibitor Whi5 is independent of cell size [Schmoller et al., 2015]. This leads to

a decrease of Whi5 concentration with increasing cell size and allows cells to sense and

control their size. A similar finding was also recently reported for the G1/S inhibitor

Rb in mammalian cells [Zatulovskiy et al., 2020]. In fact, recent studies suggest that

many cell cycle regulators [Chen et al., 2020], as well as other proteins [Swaffer et al.,

2021a, Lanz et al., 2021] are subject to a different regulation with cell size than most

proteins. Some proteins might show a super-scaling behaviour, where the concentration

increases with increasing cell size. Other proteins, such as histones and Whi5, display a

sub-scaling behaviour, where the concentration decreases with increasing cell size [Lanz

et al., 2021]. For instance, focusing on histones highlights the cell’s need for another

method of regulation than just increasing production with cell size. As building blocks

of nucleosomes [Cox et al., 2005], they are strongly DNA-bound proteins and are likely

needed at a constant DNA-to-protein ratio. It is known that accurate histone homeostasis

is necessary for biochemical processes in the cell [Amodeo et al., 2015, Joseph et al.,

2017, Hauer et al., 2017, Chari et al., 2019], and in order to avoid toxicity [Kim et al.,

1988,Han et al., 1987,Meeks-Wagner and Hartwell, 1986], histones are subject to several

layers of regulation through transcription, translation and degradation [Eriksson et al.,

2012,Kurat et al., 2014a,Gunjan and Verreault, 2003]. Thus, it is indeed more likely that

the production of histone proteins is not coupled to cell size, but rather to the genomic

DNA content of the cell (Fig. 1.1).

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the regulation of most protein concentrations in con-

trast to the possible regulation of DNA-bound proteins. General biosynthesis is

linked to cell size leading to increased amounts of most proteins and mRNAs in bigger

cells (adapted from [Marguerat et al., 2012]). This way, cells keep constant concentra-

tions with increasing cell size. DNA-bound proteins, such as histones, however, might be

subject to a different regulation. Their production could be decoupled from cell size, and

coupled to genome content instead.

1.1.4 Aim of this thesis: investigating the regulation of histones

as an example

At the beginning of this thesis however, it remained unclear how exactly cells could

achieve to uncouple the production of some proteins from cell size. How could they

instead couple it to genome content, even though global biosynthesis increases with cell

size? In particular, the precise regulation of histone proteins with cell size and genome

content had not been investigated yet. Thus, as a first aim, I focused on histones to get

a better understanding on how exactly they are regulated both with cell size and genome

content. Going further, the second aim of this project was to investigate the molecular

mechanisms involved in the cell size dependent production of histones.

In addition to being essential proteins conserved across eukaryotes, histones are also a good
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example of tightly DNA-bound proteins, which are likely subject to a different regulation

with cell size than most proteins. Thus, focusing on histones might help identify a general

mechanism that could allow cells to couple the production of some protein subsets to cell

size, and the production of other protein subsets to genome content.

1.2 The model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae

1.2.1 Why use Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model organism?

To gain insights into histone synthesis and regulation, I used the model organism Sac-

charomyces cerevisiae, also known as budding yeast. Budding yeast is a single-celled,

eukaryotic model organism, whose cells are roughly spherical, typically with a diameter

of around 5 µm and a cell volume of about 30 fL [Duina et al., 2014]. This places them

in between the size of typical bacterial cells and mammalian cells. Under optimum lab-

oratory conditions, budding yeast can reproduce rather rapidly, as fast as once every 90

minutes. It is also easily possible to grow yeast cells both as haploids (one set of chro-

mosomes) and as diploids (two sets of chromosomes). Generally, it requires only simple

growth conditions and is therefore inexpensive and easy to grow. In addition, glycerol

stocks of yeast strains can be stored at -80 °C and kept for years. New cultures can then

be started from those stocks, simply by taking out small amounts of frozen cells, plating

them on solid medium agar plates and letting them grow at 30 °C in an incubator for

several days.

One striking aspect of budding yeast that has made it an established model organism

for cellular biology, is the ease to genetically modify it. Since homologous recombination

works with high efficiency in budding yeast, transformation protocols are easy and fast to

perform, usually resulting in high amounts of clones with the desired genetic modification

[Duina et al., 2014]. Thus, integrating, deleting or modifying genes in the genome can be

done easily and fast. One of the most used budding yeast strains, S288C [Mortimer and

Johnston, 1986], was also the first eukaryotic organism to be fully sequenced [Goffeau

et al., 1996]. This strain is used as a reference genome for most other strains used in

https://www.yeastgenome.org/strain/S000203483
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laboratories, which further simplifies the possibilities of genetic modifications. For this

work, the yeast strains used are based on the W303 strain, that has itself also been fully

sequenced [Ralser et al., 2012] and whose genome is derived from S288C to 85 %. In

addition, a powerful online tool, the Saccharomyces Genome Database [Cherry et al.,

2012], facilitates experimental design and interpretation of data by providing wide and

open access information on the budding yeast genome.

Moreover, the cell size control of budding yeast is relatively well understood [Schmoller

et al., 2015,Chandler-Brown et al., 2017] and, thus, it is possible to experimentally manip-

ulate the size of budding yeast cells in order to investigate a wider range of sizes [Schmoller

et al., 2015,Kukhtevich et al., 2020]. Here, I want to note that cell size can be measured

as a variety of different parameters, such as the diameter, the length or the volume of

cells. Since budding yeast cells are roughly spherical, I used the total cell volume as a

measure for cell size.

In summary, budding yeast is a powerful model organism to address fundamental bio-

logical questions, such as the regulation of histone proteins with cell volume and genome

content. In addition, budding yeast has a total of eleven histone genes [Eriksson et al.,

2012], an amount small enough to perform analyses on all of them. Many landmark discov-

eries shaping our today’s understanding of basic cellular processes were made in budding

yeast [Duina et al., 2014]. Furthermore, the structure and function of histone proteins

are in general mostly conserved throughout eukaryotic cells [Cox et al., 2005]. Thus, it

is very likely that the underlying mechanism of histone regulation with cell volume and

genome content in budding yeast is largely conserved across most eukaryotes.

1.2.2 Cell cycle of budding yeast

Budding yeast cells can reproduce asexually by an asymmetric process called budding

both as haploids and diploids [Duina et al., 2014]. During this process a daughter cell

emerges from the mother cell and grows until it detaches. When a cell is born, it first

starts growing during a phase called G1. Then, it enters the phase of DNA replication,

called S-phase. Just before and during S-phase a small bud starts emerging and growing

https://www.yeastgenome.org/strain/S000203491
https://www.yeastgenome.org/strain/S000203483
https://www.yeastgenome.org/
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from the mother cell. During the rest of S-phase the bud keeps growing bigger and

stays attached to the mother cell. When DNA replication is completed, the divided new

nucleus is transported from the mother cell into the bud. At the end of this process, the

bud detaches from the mother and enters its own cell cycle. Those last steps within the

cell cycle are commonly referred to as G2/M-phase, since the usual G2-phase of rapid cell

growth just before mitosis is not well defined for budding yeast [Morgan, 2007].

In addition, haploid cells can reproduce sexually by a process called mating [Merlini et al.,

2013]. Haploid cells can either be of mating type a (Mat a) or mating type α (Mat α), both

releasing typical pheromones. In the presence of the other mating type’s pheromone, Mat

a and Mat α cells can then initiate "shmooing" and start the process of mating, resulting

in a stable diploid cell Mat a/Mat α. Under nitrogen-poor growth conditions, diploid cells

can then undergo meiosis and form four haploid spores [Neiman, 2011]. Those spores

can then germinate into four cells, two of each mating type. In nature, budding yeast

haploid cells can switch between Mat a and Mat α, allowing them to form diploid cells

easily [Haber, 2012]. For most laboratory strains, however, this switching possibility is

disabled in order to work with stable haploid cells of either Mat a or Mat α.

1.2.3 Tuning budding yeast cell volume

The first aim of this thesis is to quantitatively and accurately investigate the concentration

of histones as a function of cell volume. For this, it is of importance to increase the range

of observable cell volumes. Commonly used experimental methods include the arrest of

cells in G1 for varying amounts of time and subsequent release into S-phase [Futcher,

1999]. This allows for the creation of synchronous yeast populations with different mean

cell volumes. On the down side, using such methods means heavily interfering into the

cell cycle and growth dynamics of yeast cells, potentially resulting in artefacts. Another

possibility is to use strains bearing mutations that lead to smaller or bigger cells than

wild-type cells [Jorgensen et al., 2002,Zhang et al., 2002]. However, most of the mutants

resulting in high changes in cell volume usually display very slow growth rates compared

to wild-type strains.
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As an alternative, it is possible to make use of the relatively well understood cell-size

control in budding yeast [Schmoller et al., 2015,Chandler-Brown et al., 2017] in order to

tune the volume of cells. The regulation of budding yeast cell volume depends on the

interplay between the G1/S inhibitor WHI5 [Jorgensen et al., 2002] and the G1 cyclin

CLN3 [Nash et al., 1988,Mortimer et al., 1992]. It was shown that the protein synthesis

rate of WHI5 stays constant and is independent of cell volume, while the synthesis rate of

CLN3 increases with cell volume [Schmoller et al., 2015]. This leads to a constant Cln3

concentration and a decrease of Whi5 concentration with increasing cell volume during

G1-phase. With decreasing Whi5 concentration, the probability of initiating the start of

S-phase is increased. Since the WHI5 production is independent of cell volume, smaller

cells are typically born with a higher concentration of Whi5. Thus, they need to grow for

a longer time in G1 (i.e. become bigger) in order to achieve lower Whi5 concentrations

and increase the probability of starting S-phase. Thus, dilution of Whi5 through growth

during G1-phase allows budding yeast cells to regulate their cell volume.

Whi5

SBF

Start

b-estradiol 

inducible Whi5}
b-estradiol / Whi5

concentration

Figure 1.2: Inducible-Whi5 concentration tunes volume of budding yeast cells.

To manipulate cell volume, WHI5 is expressed from a β-estradiol-inducible promoter.

Higher β-estradiol concentration results in increased mean cell volumes.

Using this understanding, a system of hormone (β-estradiol) inducible WHI5 has been

described and used in previous studies to successfully tune the volume of budding yeast

cells [Ottoz et al., 2014, Schmoller et al., 2015, Kukhtevich et al., 2020]. Briefly, the

Whi5 concentration in cells can be tuned by addition of β-estradiol, ultimately resulting

in a wide range of cell volumes (Fig. 1.2). The first effect of longer G1-phase, due to

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000038
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000038
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000038
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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higher Whi5 concentrations, evens out after a few generations, since bigger mother cells

typically produce bigger daughter cells. This β-estradiol inducible WHI5 system was also

used during this thesis in order to tune the volume of investigated budding yeast cells.

1.2.4 Regulation of histones in budding yeast

Each of the four core histones in budding yeast is encoded by two gene variants, which show

high sequence similarity between each other (HTA1 & HTA2 for H2A, HTB1 & HTB2

for H2B, HHT1 & HHT2 for H3, and HHF1 & HHF2 for H4). In the genome, they are

expressed from bidirectional promoters, which each control pairs of H2A-H2B [Hereford

et al., 1979] or H3-H4 [Smith and Murray, 1983] (Fig. 1.3a). Thus, in total there are

four of these histone loci, and as a result of the redundancy in each core histone gene,

the deletion of any one of those loci - except the HTA1-HTB1 locus - is not lethal to the

cells [Cross and Smith, 1988, Libuda and Winston, 2006]. Additionally, the gene HHO1

encodes for the linker histone H1, and CSE4 & HTZ1 encode for two histone variants.

For this thesis, I decided to restrain my analyses to the eight core histone genes and the

linker histone gene.

The core histone genes are subject to both positive (i.e. activating) and negative (i.e.

repressive) regulation on the transcript level [Osley, 1991,Eriksson et al., 2012]. Addition-

ally, the degradation of excess histones through the proteasome is known to be regulated

by the protein kinase Rad53, as was discovered through the lethal accumulation of his-

tones in rad53Δ cells [Gunjan and Verreault, 2003]. Despite the high degree of sequence

similarity between the individual gene variants coding for the same histone protein, the

different core histones are still subject to strikingly different regulations. For example,

only the HTA1-HTB1 pair is known to exhibit dosage compensation upon deletion of

HTA2-HTB2 [Norris and Osley, 1987, Cross and Smith, 1988, Moran et al., 1990]. This

means that both HTA1 and HTB1 react with higher expression when the HTA2-HTB2

locus is deleted.

Each of the core histone gene promoters contains multiple upstream activating sequence

(UAS) elements [Osley, 1991] (Fig. 1.3a), that are absent in the sequence of the H1

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002633
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000099
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000214
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000004976
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000004975
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002633
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000006048
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000001532
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005372
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002633
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000099
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002633
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000099
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the core histone genes in budding yeast, and the

restriction of their expression to S-phase. (a) The eight core histone gene copies,

grouped by the histone genes they encode for, are shown as a schematic illustration. The

locations of the upstream activating sequence (UAS) elements [Osley et al., 1986] are

indicated as blue arrowheads, with the direction indicating their orientation. The UAS

elements act as binding sites for Spt10, known to activate histone gene expression in S-

phase. The NEG elements [Osley, 1991,Mariño-Ramírez et al., 2006], possibly important

for the repression of histone expression outside of S-phase, are indicated as red boxes.

(adapted from [Eriksson et al., 2012]). (b) The expression of the core histone genes is

restricted to late G1-phase and S-phase, corresponding to the time of DNA replication

(adapted from [Kurat et al., 2014a]).

gene HHO1. Those UAS elements act as binding sites for the transcription factor Spt10,

which interestingly requires two UAS elements for high-affinity binding [Eriksson et al.,

2005]. Spt10 binding on the histone promoters is thought to activate and restrict the

transcription of the core histone genes to S-phase (Fig. 1.3b). Additionally, binding

of the major transcription factor complexes that activate transcription during the G1/S

transition of cells, SBF and MBF, might also be involved in this cell cycle dependent

activation of core histone genes [Eriksson et al., 2005, Eriksson et al., 2011]. However,

the exact mechanism of when and why those transcription factors bind to the histone

promoters remains unclear [Eriksson et al., 2012].

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000003663
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000003663
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In addition, histone gene transcription is actively repressed outside of S-phase. Except

for the HTA2-HTB2 gene pair [Osley and Lycan, 1987, Xu et al., 1992], this repression

is thought to be mediated by the HIR complex, which includes the histone chaperones

Rtt106 and Hir1 [Fillingham et al., 2009, Feser et al., 2010, Zunder and Rine, 2012].

The HIR complex is in general thought to play an important part in the coupling of

histone expression to DNA replication, since it is also involved in the repression of histone

genes upon replication stress, again not including the HTA2-HTB2 pair [Eriksson et al.,

2012, Libuda and Winston, 2010]. The HIR complex dependent regulation seems to be

controlled by the NEG element, a short sequence that can be found in all core histone gene

pair promoters, except the HTA2-HTB2 pair [Osley and Lycan, 1987,Osley, 1991,Mariño-

Ramírez et al., 2006] (Fig. 1.3a).

In summary, many studies have investigated the cell cycle dependent expression of histones

and their coordination in response to replication stress [Osley, 1991,Eriksson et al., 2012].

However, how exactly histones are regulated with respect to cell volume remained unclear

at the beginning of this thesis.

1.3 Outline of this thesis

Chapter 2 will give an overview over all the experimental techniques used during this work,

highlighting the general working principle, which questions were addressed with these

experiments and describe the experimental protocols. It will also give more information

on the inducible WHI5 strains used for this thesis.

Chapter 3 will describe and interpret the experimental results in light of the assumptions

made and in accordance with the literature. First, I make sure that the biological sys-

tem used to increase the range of observable cell volumes during this work [Ottoz et al.,

2014, Schmoller et al., 2015, Kukhtevich et al., 2020] does not have a drastic impact on

cell growth (ch. 3.1). Then, in order to investigate the regulation of histone proteins

with cell volume, I use live-cell fluorescence microscopy together with microfluidics to

quantify the fluorescence amount of tagged histone genes in single cells. I show that

histone protein concentrations decrease with increasing cell volume (ch. 3.2), and con-

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000099
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005150
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000104
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000099
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000099
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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firm that this is already achieved at the mRNA level for all histone genes by performing

reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) on bulk cell populations (ch. 3.3).

Going further, again using RT-qPCR and adding flow cytometry, I show that the histone

promoters alone are sufficient to achieve the decrease of transcript concentrations with

increasing cell volume (ch. 3.4). At this point, I introduce a minimal mathematical model

to describe a general mechanism that cells could be employing to couple histone produc-

tion to genome content, and the production of most other proteins to cell volume (ch.

3.5). This model predicts that the regulation of transcripts with cell volume and genome

content is an intrinsic property of the promoter, and that it can be changed by tuning the

initiation rate (binding affinity to the transcriptional machinery) of the promoter. Using

flow cytometry, RT-qPCR and a series of promoter truncations, I confirm this theoretical

prediction experimentally (ch. 3.6). Then, again using live-cell fluorescence microscopy

and adding single molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization, I take a closer look at the

cell cycle dependent production of histones (ch. 3.7). Lastly, using RT-qPCR, I inves-

tigate possible mRNA degradation and transcriptional feedback mechanisms that could

be involved in the regulation of histones with cell volume and genome content (ch. 3.8).

I show that, while such mechanisms could play a role in the exact regulation of some

histone transcripts, they are at least not necessary for it.

Chapter 4 will summarise the findings and critically discuss them in relation to the liter-

ature. Additionally, chapter 4.2 will address the limitations of the current stage and give

an outlook on what other experiments could be performed in order to gain even more

mechanistic insights into the regulation of proteins with cell volume and genome content.

1.4 A generalisable mechanism for the regulation of

all protein subsets

Throughout this thesis, I focus on the regulation of histone proteins with cell volume and

ploidy as an example. They are a good model to study a regulation that is likely different

than the regulation of most other proteins, which are kept at constant concentrations.
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In fact, numerous different subsets of proteins might display a different regulation than

being held at constant concentrations as a function of cell volume. As stated above, the

production of many cell cycle regulators is likely independent on cell volume, leading to

a decrease of concentration [Schmoller et al., 2015, Zatulovskiy et al., 2020, Chen et al.,

2020]. Another recent study also suggests that protein subunits of the proteasome are

produced in a super-scaling manner, meaning that their concentrations is increasing with

cell volume [Lanz et al., 2021]. The aim of this thesis is to describe a general mechanism

that can explain the cell volume- and ploidy-dependent regulation of all protein subsets

within a cell. Thus, this thesis addresses a fundamental biological question, which is likely

conserved throughout most eukaryotes.



Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

This chapter will describe the genetic background of the inducible WHI5 strains (ch.

2.1) and give an overview of the experimental methods used for the scope of this the-

sis. In order to estimate growth dynamics, I performed several measurements on bulk

populations (ch. 2.2). Additionally, to calculate histone protein concentrations and hi-

stone mRNA concentrations, I performed live-cell fluorescence microscopy (ch. 2.3) and

reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (ch. 2.4). As a fast read-out method to quantify

fluorescence amounts, I also performed flow cytometry measurements (ch. 2.5). Lastly, to

get more insights on the production of histone mRNA molecules, I used single-molecule

fluorescence in situ hybridization (ch. 2.4). Each of those methods will be introduced

by explaining the basic working principle and stating what was measured. Moreover, the

experimental procedures and protocols will be described. Where applicable, this chapter

will also detail the analyses performed on the measured data.

2.1 Inducible-Whi5 budding yeast strains

The basis of this thesis is the ability to measure a wide range of cell volumes. For single

cell measurements it allows for the increase of the observable cell volume range. For bulk

measurements it is even more essential, since increasing the range of budding yeast cells

allows the creation of yeast populations with different mean cell volumes. This makes it

possible to measure properties of bulk populations as a function of the mean cell volumes

of the populations.

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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For this purpose, during this thesis, I made use of β-estradiol-inducible WHI5 strains,

previously described in other studies [Schmoller et al., 2015,Kukhtevich et al., 2020]. In

those strains, the endogenous alleles of WHI5 is deleted and a copy of WHI5 expressed

from an artificial, β-estradiol inducible promoter system [Ottoz et al., 2014] is integrated

into the genome. In-detail, this inducible promoter system consists of an artificial β-

estradiol-dependent transcription factor and an artificial promoter, both integrated into

the genome of the yeast strains. In the presence of β-estradiol, the artificial transcription

factor can bind the artificial promoter, and thus activate its transcription. This artificial

promoter is used to regulate the expression of WHI5. Therefore, addition of β-estradiol

leads to the activation of WHI5 transcription. Variable addition of β-estradiol concen-

trations then results in variable concentrations of Whi5 within the cells and allows the

tuning of yeast cell volumes (Fig. 1.2). Higher β-estradiol concentrations lead to cells

with larger volumes.

2.2 Measurements on yeast populations

A population of growing yeast cells can be described by its growth dynamics, i.e. its

growth curve and doubling time during exponential growth, and the distribution of cell

cycle phases. Additionally, the distribution of cell volumes within the population and

thus the mean cell volume of the population is of special interest for this study.

This chapter will give a brief description on how I measured and calculated those param-

eters for this work.

2.2.1 Growth curves and doubling times

Typically, a growing population of yeast cells will undergo four stages of growth, which can

be visualised by a growth curve (Fig. 2.1). When starting a new culture of yeast cells, the

cells first undergo a phase during which they need to adapt to the new growth conditions

(new media, new temperature, etc.) and little to no cell division happens, resulting in a

nearly constant total number of cells N . This phase is called the lag phase and typically

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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lasts a couple of hours. When cells start dividing, they enter the log phase, during which

the cell population exhibits exponential growth with a constant growth rate rg. When

the cell culture becomes too dense and nutrients are depleted, usually after several hours

of growth, the cells enter the stationary phase where growth rate rg and death rate rd

are equal and the total number of cells N within the population stays constant. If the

culture is not supplied with new nutrients or diluted, the cells will eventually enter the

death phase with a death rate rd higher than the growth rate rg, leading to a decline of

the total number of cells N within the population.

Time [min]
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 ( 

O
D
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lag
phase log phase stationary
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death
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rg = 

∆ln / ∆t

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of a growth curve for budding yeast. The

growth rate rg of the cell population can be calculated in the log phase of the growth

curve.

The duration of those phases can be influenced by the media in which the cells are being

grown. Rich media will lead to faster growth whereas poor media will lead to slower or no

growth at all. It is worth to note that budding yeast cells can grow through fermentation

when supplied with sugar but also through respiration by ethanol import if no source of

sugar is available. Thus, depending on the media, budding yeast cells can also undergo

a diauxic shift [Olivares-Marin et al., 2018]: when the source of sugar is depleted, the

metabolism of the cells switches from fermentation to respiration, if ethanol is available.

This results in a first log phase with specific growth rate rg,1 until the population reaches

an intermediate plateau in total number of cells N1. Then, after the diauxic shift, the

population undergoes a second log phase with a different growth rate rg,2.
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During the log phase (exponential growth of the population) the number of cells N within

the population can be described by the following equation:

N(t) = N0 ⋅ e
rg⋅t (2.1)

with N0 describing the number of cells at time point zero. Since the optical density OD of

low-density liquid yeast cultures and the number N of cells within the culture are roughly

proportional to each other, a similar exponential relationship is also true for the optical

density OD of liquid cultures [Myers et al., 2013].

In order to determine growth curves, I measured optical densities OD at 600 nm using

a spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Lambda Bio+). I grew liquid cultures of yeast cells

and measured the optical density OD600 at pre-defined time points over several hours.

Visualising the OD600 data points on a logarithmic scale leads to a linear relationship

between ln(OD600) and time t for the exponential growth phase of the population (Fig.

2.1). The growth rate rg can then be calculated as the slope of the linear relationship:

rg =
ln(OD600(t2)) − ln(OD600(t1))

t2 − t1
(2.2)

Another parameter describing growth dynamics of the population during the log phase,

is the doubling time tD, i.e. the average time needed for a cell to undergo a full cell cycle

and produce a new daughter cell. Knowing the growth rate rg from the measured growth

curves, I calculated tD as:

tD =
ln(2)

rg
(2.3)

2.2.2 Budding indexes

During growth, a budding yeast cell will pass through the different cell cycle phases,

namely G1-phase, S-phase and G2/M-phase (ch. 1). The average time a cell spends

in each of those phases, determines the fraction of cells within a population that will

be in each cell cycle phase. A method to get an estimate about the distribution of cell

cycle phases in a growing yeast population, is to count the amount of budded (S-phase
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or G2/M-phase) and non-budded cells (G1-phase) within the population [Zettel et al.,

2003]. The ratio between budded and total cells is called the budding index. To measure

budded and non-budded cells, I grew populations of yeast cells to an exponential stage,

before mounting 15− 30 µL between glass microscopes slides (Epredia, X5000 Slides 90°,

26x76x1 mm) and cover slides (Epredia, 24x50 mm No. 1). I then visualised the cells

using a bright-field microscope (VWR International, VisiScope BL114) and counted the

amount of budded cells within a total of 100−150 cells. Each sample was measured twice,

once by myself and once by a member of the lab. To ensure the absence of bias while

counting the cells, I made sure to conceal which specific yeast strain was being measured

by numbering the samples. The final budding index of a population was then determined

as the mean between the budding index determined by my counting and the budding

index determined by the counting of a lab member.

2.2.3 Cell volume distributions

Even though budding yeast cell volume is regulated through coupling growth and division

by dilution of the G1/S-phase inhibitor Whi5 [Schmoller et al., 2015], newborn cells

and cells entering S-phase are still subject to a natural variation in their cell volume.

Additionally, in a population of growing cells, each individual cell is in a different stage

of its cell cycle. Thus, for population of growing cells, this results in a distribution of cell

volumes around a mean. Since accurately assesing the mean cell volume of populations is

of key interest for this study, I measured the distribution of cell volumes in growing yeast

populations using a Coulter counter (Beckman Coulter, Z2 Particle Counter). A Coulter

counter uses the system of resistive pulse sensing (RPS): when particles are suspended

in a conducting fluid and pass through a narrow constriction, in parallel with an electric

current, they produce a change in electric resistance that is proportional to their volume

[Coulter, 1953,de Blois and Bean, 1970]. Using this principle, it is possible to count the

number of cells in a sample volume and assess the distribution of cell volumes within a

cell population.

In order to determine the cell volume distributions and mean cell volumes of budding

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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yeast cultures, I diluted small volumes of growing liquid cultures (10 µL to 1000 µL,

depending on the optical density OD600 of the culture) in 10 mL of a conductive medium

(Beckman Coulter, ISOTON®II diluent). Before measuring the samples in the Coulter

counter, I sonicated them for 5 s (Bandelin electronics, HD2070 & UW2070) to break

apart possible cell aggregates that would distort the measured cell volume distributions.

To get an accurate estimation of the cell volume distributions and make measurements

comparable, I made sure to measure a total of 20000−40000 cells per sample culture. For

further analyses and calculations, I used the calculated mean cell volume of the measured

cell volume distributions.

2.3 Live-cell fluorescence microscopy

Live-cell fluorescence microscopy allows imaging of living cells and following their evolu-

tion through the cell cycle on a single cell level. For this work, I used both phase-contrast

microscopy [Zernike, 1942a, Zernike, 1942b] and fluorescence microscopy [Stockert and

Blazquez-Castro, 2017], simultaneously. Phase-contrast microscopy makes imaging of

living unstained cells possible, while parallel fluorescence microscopy allows to observe

specific fluorescently tagged proteins or stained components of the cells. For this work,

I mainly used the fluorescent protein mCitrine (λexcitation = 516 nm, λemission = 529

nm) [Zacharias et al., 2002] to tag histone proteins and thus measure their amounts in

living budding yeast cells. However, those fluorescent tags can impair on the fitness of

the cells, and bleach over the time of the experiment. In addition, using light of too

strong intensity to image the cells can lead to phototoxicity, ultimately resulting in cell

death [Laissue et al., 2017]. In order to avoid such effects, the imaging settings, such as

the intensity of the LEDs used for imaging and the time during which the cells are being

imaged, need to be carefully thought through and selected.

This chapter will give an overview of the experimental procedure I used for live-cell fluo-

rescence microscopy measurements, as well as explain the analyses I performed to quantify

the amount and concentrations of histone proteins, calculate the length of cell cycle phases

and determine the synthesis rate of mCitrine, when expressed from histone promoters.

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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2.3.1 Experimental procedure

First, I grew liquid cell cultures (3 mL) at 30 °C in synthetic complete media containing 2%

glycerol and 1% ethanol (SCGE) for at least 6 h in a shaking incubator at 250 rpm (Infors,

Ecotron). Then, I added appropriate β-estradiol concentrations to inducible cells (0 nM

and 30 nM for haploids or 50 nM for diploids) and let the cultures grow for at least 24 h to

ensure steady-state conditions. During growth, I maintained optical densities OD600 < 1.0

through appropriate dilutions. For imaging, I used 1 mL of cells (OD600 < 1.0), that I

spun down at 10k g-force for 1 min (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Pico 17), resuspended in

200 µL SCGE and finally sonicated for 5 s. I then introduced 100 µL of this cell suspension

in a Cellasic microfluidics Y04C (haploids and non-induced diploids) or Y04D (induced

diploids) plate. Here, I note that I did not add any β-estradiol in the microfluidic device

during the microscopy experiments. This results in a gradual decrease of cell volume of

induced cells after the start of the experiment.

I performed the live-cell fluorescence microscopy experiments on a Zeiss LSM 800 mi-

croscope (software installed: Zen 2.3, blue edition) with additional epifluorescence setup.

The microscopy setting was additionally equipped with a Cellasic microfluidics device

(Cellasix, ONIX 2). With this device, the microfluidics plates could be vacuum sealed,

and a constant pressure of 13.8 kPa was applied on the chambers containing the media

(SCGE). This ensured a constant media flow throughout the experiment. The experi-

ments ran at 30 °C (Zeiss, Heating unit XLS) for 12 h, over-night, with images being

taken every 3 min using an automated stage (WSB Piezo Drive Can), a plan-apochromat

40x/1.3 oil immersion objective and an axiocam 506 camera. For phase-contrast images

I set the illumination voltage to 4.5 V and the exposure time to 30 ms. For the mCitrine

images, I used the Colibri 511 LED module at 25% power and set the exposure time to

10 ms. For each condition, I measured at least two independent biological replicates on

different days.

For this work, I measured cells with fluorescently tagged HTB2 and HTB1, as well as

cells carrying an additional promoter driving mCitrine expression. For the experiments

performed on cells with tagged HTB1 and cells carrying an additional promoter, a micro-

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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scope maintenance service had to be performed between imaging of biological replicates,

which resulted in increased illumination intensities. To avoid photo toxicity and bleach-

ing, I had to adjust the imaging parameters for the mCitrine channel: images were then

taken using the Colibri 511 LED module at 5 % power and an exposure time of 100

ms. Subsection 2.3.4 will explain how the measured intensities between two biological

replicates were normalized in order to pool the datasets.

2.3.2 Quantification of histone amounts and concentrations

To correct for inaccuracies of the x-y-stage between time points of the experiment, I first

aligned the microscopy movies using a custom Fiji47 script [Schindelin et al., 2012], writ-

ten by Dr. Kurt Schmoller. Then, I used MATLAB 2017b and previously elaborated

and described methods [Doncic et al., 2013,Schmoller et al., 2015,Chandler-Brown et al.,

2017] to perform the cell segmentation and quantification of the fluorescent signal as well

as the subtraction of background fluorescence and cell-volume-dependent autofluorescence

(determined from control strains not expressing a fluorescent protein), and also the de-

termination of time points of cell birth, bud emergence, and cytokinesis. For further

analyses, I only included cells born during the experiment.

For the quantification of total histone protein amounts, I used total mCitrine fluorescent

amount after background- and autofluorescence correction as a proxy for total protein

amounts. In order to determine total protein concentrations as the total protein amounts

divided by cell volume, I calculated cell volumes based on the phase-contrast images,

using MATLAB 2017b. Briefly, after the segmentation, the cell areas are aligned along

their major axis. Then, the cells are divided into slices perpendicular to their major axis,

each 1 pixel in width. Rotational symmetry of each slice around its middle axis parallel

to the cell’s major axis is assumed. Finally, to calculate the total cell volume, the volumes

of each slice are summed up. This allowed me to analyse protein amounts and protein

concentrations as a function of cell volume on a single cell level.

Here, I note that the calculated fluorescence amounts, and therefore histone protein

amounts and concentrations, are displayed in arbitrary units (arb. units), as is common

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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for fluorescence measurements. Since the experimental settings were the same throughout

the experiments (exception between and after a microscope maintenance service, details

are described in chapter 2.3.4), the results can therefore be compared with each other.

However, the calculated absolute protein concentrations can not be compared quantita-

tively with results from other studies.

2.3.3 Estimation of cell cycle phases

Since histones are only produced during the late G1 and S-phase of cells [Eriksson et al.,

2012], the mCitrine fluorescence traces measured in this work display the following profile:

First, the fluorescent amount stays constant over time, leading to a plateau. Then, when

the mother cell starts histone production, the fluorescent amount increases with time

until it reaches a second plateau when the cell finishes histone production. I aimed to

estimate the duration of the histone production period (H-period; referred to as mCitrine

production period for strains in which a histone promoter is driving mCitrine expression),

and the duration of G1 and G2/M-phase from the mCitrine fluorescent intensity traces

(Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the calculation of the histone production

phase (H-period) in live-cell fluorescence microscopy. After fitting P1 and P2,

setting a threshold defines T1 and T2. The H-period is then calculated as the difference

between those time points.
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For each single cell, I first performed a constant linear fit in each of the two plateaus, linked

to G1 or G2/M-phase, respectively, and denoted them as P1 and P2. I obtained P1 by

performing the linear fit through the data points of the fluorescence trace from cell birth

to first bud emergence, and P2 by performing the linear fit through the last 30 minutes

of the fluorescence trace. Then, I set a threshold of 5%, determined the last time point,

T1, for which ImCitrine < P1 + 0.05 ⋅P1, and defined this time point as the beginning of the

H-period. Similarly, I defined the first time point, T2, for which ImCitrine > P2 − 0.05 ⋅ P2

as the end of the H-period.

Finally, I calculated the duration of the H-period as the difference, T2 − T1, between

those two time points. G1-phase duration was defined as the time from cell birth to first

bud emergence, and G2/M duration as the time between the end of the H-period and

cytokinesis. I excluded cells for which this approach failed from the analysis of cell cycle

phases.

2.3.4 Normalisation of single cell fluorescent intensity traces

As mentioned above (ch. 2.3.1), a microscope maintenance service had to be performed

whilst I was still performing microscopy experiments. This maintenance service led to

a drastic increase of illumination intensities. For a subset of experiments, on cells with

tagged HTB1 and on cells with an additional promoter driving mCitrine expression, this

resulted in the following situation: one biological replicate had been imaged with certain

imaging parameters whilst the other biological replicate had to be imaged with a different

set of imaging parameters in order to avoid phototoxicity.

In order to be able to pool experimental data from those two biological replicates, I

normalized the intensities of the single cell traces. Specifically, the single cell traces

of the experiments taken before maintenance service were normalized to the intensities

of experiments performed after maintenance service. For this purpose, I calculated the

mean of P1 of all single cell traces before and after the maintenance service and defined

a normalisation factor, a, as:

a =
P

After
1,mean

P
Before
1,mean

(2.4)

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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For each set of experiment, I then multiplied all single cell traces taken before maintenance

service with a and pooled those normalized single cell traces with the single cell traces

obtained after maintenance service.

2.3.5 Estimation of mCitrine synthesis rate

For some experiments, I measured the fluorescent amount of mCitrine, expressed from

either a full histone promoter or a truncated histone promoter. To characterise whether

the cell-cycle-dependent transcription of mCitrine changed when comparing the trun-

cated promoters with the full promoter, I estimated the mCitrine synthesis rates from

the mCitrine fluorescence traces. For this purpose, I calculated the difference in mCitrine

intensity between frame xn+1 and frame xn, for each frame of the single cell traces. This

difference corresponds to the mCitrine synthesis as a function of time. To remove mea-

surement noise, I then calculated moving averages over 3 frames for the mCitrine synthesis

curves. Finally, I calculated the mean of those smoothed single cell curves, all aligned at

bud emergence, to show a single mean mCitrine synthesis rate curve. In the figures (ch.

3.7, Figs. 3.23 & 3.28), I show this mean curve for the time span during which at least

10 single cell traces were included in the average.

2.4 Reverse-transcription quantitative PCR

Reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) allows measuring the relative con-

centration of mRNA expressed by a specific gene within a cell population. For this, the

total RNA of the cells within the investigated cell population must first be extracted.

Then, the extracted RNA is reverse transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA) by

reverse-transcription (RT). Lastly, performing a quantitative PCR (qPCR) using a fluo-

rescent dye and mRNA specific primers, allows measuring the relative concentration of

mRNA expressed by the genes of interest. This chapter will describe the experimental

procedures I used to perform the RT-qPCR experiments during this thesis. Additionally,

it will describe how the specificity of the qPCR primers was tested, in order to ensure a

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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proper quantification of mRNA concentrations.

The basis of the qPCR lies in using a fluorescent dye that only binds to double stranded

DNA fragments. With each cycle of the qPCR, the amount of generated DNA fragments

doubles, and thus, higher amounts of the dye are bound to DNA. After each cycle, the

sample is briefly illuminated with light of a specific wavelength to excite the bound fluo-

rescent dye. The emitted fluorescence is then measured by the PCR cycler. For each gene

measured, the PCR cycle at which the fluorescence emitted by the bound dye exceeds a

certain pre-defined threshold is referred to as C
Gene
P . Measuring a control reference gene,

whose amount is known to be stable within the cells, during the same experiment, allows

the estimation of the relative concentration of mRNA expressed from the gene of interest

by using following equation:

log2(relative concentration) = −(CGene
P − C

Reference
P ) (2.5)

2.4.1 Experimental procedure

RNA extraction

To start, I grew liquid cultures (25 mL) at 30 °C in yeast peptone media containing

2% glucose (YPD) for at least 6 h in a shaking incubator at 250 rpm, before washing

and transferring them to SCGE. The cultures then grew for at least 16 h before I added

appropriate β-estradiol concentrations to inducible cells (0 nM, 10 nM and 30 nM). To

ensure steady-state conditions, the cultures (final volume of 50 mL) then grew for at least

24 h. During culture growth, I maintained OD600 < 1.0 through appropriate dilutions.

Before continuing with the extraction of total RNA, I measured cell volume distributions

of the cultures with a Coulter counter after sonication for 5 s.

Then, I spun down the remaining cell cultures at 4000 rpm for 5 min and resuspended

the cell pellet in 50 µL nuclease-free water (Qiagen). For extraction of total RNA, I used

a hot acidic phenol (Sigma-Aldrich) and chloroform (Thermo Fisher Scientific) extraction

method adapted from an established protocol [Collart and Oliviero, 1993]. The protocol

was modified in order to increase the yield of RNA and I precipitated the RNA in 100%
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ethanol (Merck Millipore) at -20 °C overnight, followed by a second precipitation in 100%

ethanol at -80 °C for 2-4 h. As a quality check for total RNA extraction, I performed

agarose gel electrophoresis (1% agarose gel, run 30 min at 100 V) to check for the presence

of the 25s, 18s and 5.8s ribosomal RNA bands. Lastly, I measured the concentration

and purity of the RNA samples with a spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

NanoDrop 2000) at 260 nm and 280 nm.

RT-qPCR

To generate cDNA from the obtained RNA via reverse-transcription, I transcribed 800

ng total RNA in a PCR cycler (Applied Biosystems, ProFlex PCR system 3x32-well)

using random primers and a high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit following the

included protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

The qPCR measurements were then carried out on a LightCycler 480 Multiwell Plate

96 (Roche) using a DNA-binding fluorescent dye (BioRad, SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR

Green Supermix) and mRNA sequence specific primers (Sigma-Aldrich). For the genes

mCitrine, HHO1, HTB2 and mCitrine, I performed the qPCR using 2 µL of a 1:10 dilution

of the cDNA, for all other genes, I used a 1:100 dilution.

After completion of the qPCR, I analysed the melting curve data to verify primer speci-

ficity. I measured each sample in technical duplicates and used the mean value C
Gene
P for

further analyses if σCGene
P

< 0.5. To calculate relative concentrations, I normalized the re-

sults of each measured gene, C
Gene
P , on the reference gene RDN18, encoding for ribosomal

RNA, using equation 2.5.

For each condition measured, I performed the RT-qPCR experiments at least three times

on different days.

2.4.2 Test for qPCR primer specificity

In order to be sure that the primers used to quantify mRNA concentrations during the

qPCR are specific to the genes of interest, a lab member, Daniela Bureik, tested their

specificity. In order to do so, she analysed deletion strains, where possible, for their

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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respective deleted gene to check for unspecific primer binding.

For example, she performed a qPCR measurement with the HHO1 primers on a hho1Δ

strain and compared the obtained CP values with the CP values obtained in the reference

strain MS63-1 (Table C.1). Deletion strains with viable colonies and without dramatic

growth defects were obtained for the following genes : HHO1, HTB2, HHF1, HHF2,

HHT1 and HHT2. RNA was extracted using the same protocol as described above, and

she used 1 µg of total RNA to reverse-transcribe into cDNA, using the above mentioned

high capacity cDNA synthesis kit. She performed the qPCR with 2 µL of a 1:10 dilution

of each cDNA sample, and measured the samples in 3 or 6 technical replicates. To verify

the primer specificity, she analysed CP values and melting curve data. Results are shown

in Table C.1, a list of all qPCR primers used during this work can be found in Table C.2,

and the deletion strains used are listed in Table D.1.

2.5 Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry (FC) allows the analysis of cell populations with a high through-put, by

measuring hundreds or thousands of cells in liquid suspension per second [Picot et al.,

2012]. For this reason, I decided to perform experiments with this technique in addition

to live-cell fluorescence microscopy in order to analyse a wide range of different cell popu-

lations in relatively short time. The principle of FC is similar to fluorescence microscopy,

in that it allows measuring the fluorescence intensities of tagged proteins or stained com-

partments of the cells, after exiting them with laser-light of the appropriate wavelength.

It does, however, not image the cells but quantifies the emitted fluorescence and other

optical properties, such as the side-scattered light (SSC) and the forward-scattered light

(FSC) of each measured particle. FSC and SSC can give insight on the volume and

morphology of the measured cells [Picot et al., 2012].

Similar to the microscopy experiments, I measured the fluorescent amount of mCitrine

when expressed from additional promoters, integrated in the genome of the yeast cells. I

also performed cell cycle analysis experiments by staining the nuclear DNA of cells and

measuring the fluorescent amount of the nuclear stain.

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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This chapter will give an overview on the experimental procedure I followed for the FC

experiments, as well as describe the analyses performed to gather information on total

mCitrine fluorescence concentrations in dependence on the mean cell volume of budding

yeast cell populations. Additionally, this chapter will also give insights on how I deter-

mined the distributions of cell cycle phases in cell populations.

2.5.1 Experimental procedure

Fixation of cells for experiments to determine fluorescent concentrations of

mCitrine

First, I grew liquid cultures of budding yeast cells (2 mL – 5 mL) in YPD for at least 6 h in

a shaking incubator (30 °C, 250 rpm), then washed and transferred them to SCGE. After

that, I let them grown for at least 16 h and added appropriate β-estradiol concentrations

to inducible cells (0 nM and 30 nM for haploids or 50 nM for diploids). Those cultures

then grew for at least 24 h in a final volume of 3 mL – 5 mL. I made sure to maintain

OD600 < 1.3 during cell growth through appropriate dilutions.

Before fixing the cells, I took 1 mL out of each sample, sonicated them for 5 s, and

measured the cell volume distributions of the populations with a Coulter counter. I

then took another 900 µL of each cell culture and fixed the cells by adding 100 µL of

a 37% formaldehyde solution (Sigma-Aldrich) in order to achieve a final formaldehyde

concentration of 3.7%. I incubated the cultures at room temperature on a rotator (VWR

International, Tube Rotator) for 15 min, then spun them down at 10k g-force for 3 min

and subsequently washed and resuspended them in 100mM potassium phosphate (pH

7.5). Depending on the optical density of the cell populations, measured before starting

the protocol, I suspended the cells in 100 µL - 1000 µL potassium phosphate, using lower

volumes for cultures with a low optical density. I then stored the samples on ice until

using them for flow cytometry.
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Fixation and staining of cells for experiments to determine cell cycle phases

First, I grew liquid cell cultures (5 mL) in YPD for at least 6 h in a shaking incubator (30

°C, 250 rpm), before washing and transferring them to SCGE; where I added appropriate

β-estradiol concentrations (10 nM or 30 nM for haploid cells, 50 nM for diploid cells).

The cultures then grew for at least 24 h, a time span during which I assured OD600 < 1.3

through appropriate dilutions. I measured the cell volume distributions of the cultures

with a Coulter counter after sonication for 5 s. To fixate the cells and subsequently stain

the DNA, I followed an already established protocol [Örd et al., 2019]. Specifically, I

pipetted 1 mL of each cell culture into 9 mL of cold 80% ethanol and incubated them

at 4 °C on a rotator overnight. I then spun down the cultures at 4000 rpm for 2 min

and washed them twice in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH = 8.0). Then, I first treated the cells

with a 1 mg/mL RNAse A (Thermo Fisher Scientific) solution for 40 min at 37 °C , and

then a 20 mg/mL Proteinase K (Promega) solution for 1 h at 37 °C. Finally, to stain the

nuclear DNA, I incubated the cells with a 10x SYBR Green I (Sigma-Aldrich) solution for

1 h at room temperature. Between each treatment, I washed the cells twice with 50 mM

Tris-HCl and resuspended them in 50 mM Tris-HCl. After the last treatment, I sonicated

the cells for 5 s and stored the samples on ice until using them for flow cytometry.

FC measurements

I performed the FC measurements at the HMGU-Immunoanalytics-Core Facility in Groß-

hadern, kindly introduced to the equipment and the best way to measure my samples by

Thomas Hofer.

For the experiments, I used a benchtop flow cytometer with octagon and trigon detector

arrays (BD Biosciences, LSR II, software installed: BD FACSDiva 8.0.1). To excite either

the fluorescent protein mCitrine or the nuclear stain SYBR Green I, I selected a 488 nm

coherent sapphire solid-state laser paired with a 530/30 nm filter set. I set the side-scatter

voltage to 220 V for all measurements, and adjusted the voltages for forward-scatter and

photomultiplier tubes depending on the type of experiment: measuring only haploid or

diploid cells, or both. However, I used identical settings for replicate experiments. Af-
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ter removing obvious outliers or potential doublets through standard gating strategies, I

measured at least 10.000 cells in the final stopping gate. For experiments during which

I measured yeast strains expressing mCitrine, I also measured cells not expressing mC-

itrine in order to determine the cell-volume-dependent autofluorescence background. I

performed those experiments at least three times on different days. I performed experi-

ments during which I measured cells with stained nuclear DNA twice on different days.

2.5.2 Calculation of fluorescent concentrations

In order to calculate the concentration of mCitrine fluorescence in the cell populations,

I determined the mean cell volumes from the cell volume distributions measured with

the Coulter counter. I subtracted the volume-dependent autofluorescence background

from the mean fluorescent amount of each sample measured and quantified with FC.

Then, I calculated the mean fluorescence concentration by dividing the mean fluorescent

amount of the population by its mean cell volume. This allowed me to analyse mCitrine

fluorescence concentrations as a function of cell volume.

2.5.3 Analysis of cell cycle phases

To estimate cell-cycle fractions, I analysed the imaged DNA content frequency histograms.

I expected the histograms to show a sharp bimodal distribution with one peak representing

the cells with 1N DNA content (G1 cells) and the second peak representing the cells with

2N DNA content (G2/M cells) [Haase and Reed, 2002]. S-phase cells should lead to a

plateau between the two peaks. Using Watson modelling [Watson et al., 1987] in FlowJoTM

Software, those two peaks and the plateau in between can be fitted and the fraction of

cells in each cell cycle quantified.

However, I noticed that for cell populations with large cell volumes (i.e. high β-estradiol

concentrations), the DNA content distributions showed pronounced tails at large cell

volumes. I speculate that this tail represents an increased mitochondrial DNA content in

large cells [Rafelski et al., 2012, Seel et al., 2022]. The fact that this tail is not properly

fit by the model suggests that a fraction of G1 cells would be wrongly identified as S-

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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phase. Thus, I decided to limit the analysis to classifying cells as either G1/S-phase or

G2/M-phase.

2.6 Single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridiza-

tion

Single-molecule in situ hybridization (smFISH) allows the detection and quantification

of individual mRNA molecules within thin layers of cells using wide-field fluorescence

microscopy [Orjalo and Johannsson, 2016]. The principle of the technique is to use

fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide probes that can bind to specific sequences of the

mRNA [Raj et al., 2008]. Multiple of those probes (up to 48 oligos), targeting different

sequences of the mRNA, can bind to one single molecule of mRNA. When exciting those

probes with light of the appropriate wavelength, the fluorescence intensity emitted by

multiple bound probes is then sufficient to allow the detection and quantification of single

mRNA molecules. Additionally, in order to gather supplementary information, for exam-

ple determine the cell cycle phases of measured cells, the nuclear DNA can be stained

with a fluorescent dye. In that case, it is important to make sure there is no strong over-

lap between excitation and emission spectra of the DNA dye and the fluorophore of the

oligonucleotides.

The smFISH experiments were carried out by a lab member, Dimitra Chatzitheodoridou,

who established the method in the lab. The analysis of the experimental data was carried

out by myself. This chapter will give an overview of the experimental procedure she used

to perform the smFISH experiments. Additionally, this chapter will also describe the

analyses I performed to quantify mRNA spots in budding yeast cells and how I classified

cells into different cell cycle stages.

2.6.1 Experimental procedure

We used commercially available Stellaris® FISH probes and designed a custom probe set

for the coding sequence of mCitrine using the Stellaris® FISH Probe Designer (Biosearch

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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Technologies, available online at www.biosearchtech.com/stellarisdesigner). The probe

set consisted of 27 probes, each 18 nucleotides long and labeled with the fluorophore

Quasar®-670 (Biosearch Technologies).

The smFISH experiments were carried out according to the Stellaris® RNA FISH Protocol

for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, available online at www.biosearchtech.com/stellarisprotocols.

To start, Dimitra Chatzitheodoridou grew liquid cell cultures (5 mL) in YPD for at least

6 h in a shaking incubator (30 °C, 250 rpm) before washing them and transferring them to

SCGE. She then grew those cultures overnight to let them reach OD600 ≈ 0.25 − 0.4 and

fixed them the next morning. Fixation was achieved by adding 5 mL of 37% formaldehyde

to 45 mL of cell culture (final concentration 3.7%) and incubating at room temperature

for 45 minutes. Then, she washed the cells twice with ice-cold fixation buffer (1.2 M

sorbitol (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1 M K2HPO4 (Sigma-Aldrich), pH 7.5), and digested them at

30 °C in 1 mL of a fixation buffer containing 6.25 µg zymolyase (Biomol). She monitored

the progression of cell digestion visually by using bright-field microscopy and continued

the digestion until most of the cells appeared dark, which was mostly the case after 55

min of incubation. She then washed the digested cells with ice-cold fixation buffer and

stored them at 4°C in 70% EtOH overnight.

For the hybridization process, she centrifuged 300 µL of digested cells and resuspended

them in 100 µL hybridization buffer (Stellaris® RNA FISH Hybridization Buffer (Biosearch

Technologies) with 10% v/v formamide (VWR International)) with a final Stellaris® FISH

probe concentration of 125 nM and hybridized them overnight at 30 °C. Afterwards, she

washed the cells with wash buffer A (Stellaris® RNA FISH 1X wash buffer A (Biosearch

Technologies) with 10% v/v formamide), then incubated them in 1 mL of a DAPI solution

(5 ng/mL DAPI in wash buffer A) at 30 °C for 30 min to stain the nuclear DNA and

finally washed them with Stellaris® RNA FISH wash buffer B.

For image acquisition, she mounted the cell samples between glass microscopes slides

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Superfrost plus, 25x75x1 mm) and cover slides (VWR Inter-

national, 18x18 mm No. 1) using Vectashield® Mounting Medium (Vector Laboratories)

and allowed them to settle overnight. The image acquisition was carried out on a Zeiss
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LSM 800 microscope with additional epifluorescence setup using a 63x/1.4 oil immersion

objective and an axiocam 506 camera. To cover the entire depth of cells, she measured

stacks composed of 20 z-slices with a 0.24 µm step size. For each condition, she took mul-

tiple images per experiment and measured at least two independent biological replicates

on different days.

Before the above mentioned microscope maintenance service, she took images to quantify

mCitrine mRNAs using the Colibri 630 LED module at 55% power and set an exposure

time of 5 s. For DAPI images, she used the Colibri 385 LED module at 30% power and set

an exposure time of 130 ms. After the microscope maintenance, she changed the mCitrine

settings to 30% power and an exposure time of 5 s to roughly match the intensities in

the images taken before. For DAPI images, she changed the settings to 20% power and

an exposure time of 80 ms. For the bright-field images, she set the illumination voltage

to 3 V and the exposure time to 100 ms, which remained unaffected by the microscope

maintenance service.

2.6.2 Quantification of mRNA spots

To analyse the smFISH images and quantify single mRNA spots, I used FISH-quant

v3 [Mueller et al., 2013]. Briefly, with the help of the measured bright-field and DAPI

images, I first manually segmented the cells in the FISH-quant interface by tracing their

outlines and the outlines of the nuclei. In order to calculate cell volumes from those

traced cell outlines, I then used the same method as described above (ch. 2.3.2): I aligned

the cells along their major axis, dividing them into slices perpendicular to their major

axis, each 1 pixel in width, and then assumed rotational symmetry of each of those slices

around their middle axis parallel to the cell’s major axis. I then obtained the total cell

volume by summing up the volumes of each slice.

In order to then quantify single mRNA spots in the imaged cells, I used the batch pro-

cessing tool of FISH-quant. First, I defined the ideal image filtering settings, resulting in

images with little background and bright, localized spots, for each experiment by applying

a Laplacian of Gaussian filter on one example image of each experimental condition. I

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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confirmed the quality of the filtered image by visual inspection. Second, I performed a

pre-detection of mRNA spots in this filtered example image to define the best intensity

thresholds to use for the spot detection in the batch processing. I aimed to use example

images containing at least one S-phase cell (with high number of mRNA spots). Finally,

I analysed all images belonging to the same experimental condition via the FISH-quant

batch processing.

The mRNA spots were detected and then fit with a 3D Gaussian on the raw, unfiltered

images, allowing me to set different maximum thresholds for the spot sizes in xy and z,

as well as a minimum threshold for the amplitude and intensity of the detected spots in

order to differentiate background spots from real mRNA spots. Using this approach, I

was able to exclude most spots detected in a wild-type strain carrying no mCitrine allele,

and I thus neglected the contribution of background in the mRNA mCitrine concentration

for further analyses.

I estimated the total mCitrine mRNA concentration as the total number of mRNA spots

detected with FISH-quant in the whole cell, including the bud, divided by the total cell

volume, including the bud.

2.6.3 Classification of cell cycle phases

Lastly, to classify cells in G1-, S-, or G2/M-phase, I used the cell and nucleus segmen-

tations performed with the help of the bright-field and DAPI images. I classified cells

with nuclear signal but no bud as G1-phase cells, and cells with a nuclear signal and a

bud without nuclear signal as S-phase cells. However, if the ratio of bud area divided by

mother area was greater than 0.3, I classified those cells as G2/M-phase cells instead. I

ensured that cells with nuclear signal and a bud that also had nuclear signal were still in

G2/M-phase (rather than two separate G1 cells) by inspecting the bright-field and DAPI

images.

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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Chapter 3

Results

This chapter will focus on the experimental results I obtained during this thesis and

their interpretations. First, it will explain why and how I used a system of inducible-

Whi5 to tune the cell volume of budding yeast cells for the scope of this work, as well

as demonstrate that the growth behaviour of yeast cells is only weakly influenced by

using this system (ch. 3.1). Second, this chapter will show that concentrations of histone

proteins and mRNAs are decreasing with increasing cell volume and increasing with gene

copy number (chs. 3.2 & 3.3), and that this regulation is achieved by the histone promoters

alone (ch. 3.4). Then, it will describe a mathematical model developed in order to explain

the behaviour of histone concentrations with cell volume and ploidy (ch. 3.5). This

model correctly predicts the behaviour of histone promoters and most other promoters:

depending on the parameters chosen to describe the promoter, the model shows a decrease

of transcript concentrations with cell volume, or constant transcript concentrations over

cell volume. The main prediction of this model is that the behaviour of a histone promoter

can be changed towards the behaviour of most other promoters, solely by tuning its

binding affinity to the transcriptional machinery. Thus, this chapter will also show how I

tested and confirmed this theoretical prediction experimentally (chs. 3.6 & 3.7). Finally,

this chapter will highlight the remaining limitations of the model and its interpretation.

Transcriptional degradation and feedback mechanisms might have to be taken into account

for the full understanding of histone regulation with cell volume and genome content (ch.

3.8), something that is not yet incorporated into the model.
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3.1 Characterisation of inducible-Whi5 strains

3.1.1 Inducible-Whi5 strains allow tuning of cell volume

The base of this study, investigating and quantitatively assessing the behaviour of histone

concentrations in relation to cell volume, is the ability to measure a wide range of budding

yeast cell volumes. For single cell measurements it allows for the increase of the observable

cell volume range. For bulk measurements it is even more essential, since increasing

the range of budding yeast cells allows the creation of yeast populations with different

mean cell volumes. This makes it possible to measure properties of bulk populations

as a function of the mean cell volumes of the populations. As discussed in chapter 1,

experimental methods commonly used to change the size of yeast cells include cell cycle

block-and-release methods [Futcher, 1999], or the use of strains bearing mutations that

result in smaller or larger than normal yeast cells [Jorgensen et al., 2002, Zhang et al.,

2002]. However, using such methods means heavily interfering into the cell cycle and

growth dynamics of yeast cells, potentially resulting in artefacts. Moreover, most of the

mutants resulting in high changes in cell volume usually display very slow growth rates

compared to wild-type strains. For this reason, I decided to use a different method to

increase the range of observable yeast cell volumes during my experiments.

WHI5 is a known budding yeast cell cycle regulator [Jorgensen et al., 2002] and over-

expression leads to an increase of cell volumes [Schmoller et al., 2015]. Hence, for my

experiments, I used a β-estradiol-inducible-Whi5 system (ch. 1.2.3, Fig. 1.2). Briefly, this

system employs a β-estradiol-dependent transcription factor and an inducible promoter

that drives the expression of WHI5. This promoter construct is introduced into the

genome of the yeast cells, and addition of β-estradiol leads to increased WHI5 expression

which should result in bigger cells. Indeed, Fig. 3.1a shows that the addition of β-estradiol

to the media of growing cells leads to an increase of cell volume. Concretely, the mean cell

volumes of steady-state exponentially growing populations of haploid and diploid cells,

measured in bulk cell populations (ch. 2.2.3) and in single cells (ch. 2.3.1), increased

by up to three-fold upon addition of β-estradiol. This result affirms the choice of using

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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strains with this inducible-Whi5 system during this study in order to be able to measure

a wide range of yeast cell volumes.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of cell volumes for non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-

Whi5 strains. (a) Distribution of cell volumes for non-inducible-Whi5 (WT) and

inducible-Whi5 haploids (blue) and diploids (green) measured in HTB2-mCitrine single

cells with live-cell fluorescence microscopy, or mean cell volumes in exponentially growing

bulk populations of cells with untagged HTB2 measured with a Coulter counter. Black,

horizontal lines indicate the median between single cells for single cell measurements

(nW T
haploid = 185, n

not ind.
haploid = 120, n

ind
haploid = 108, n

W T
diploid = 170, n

not ind.
diploid = 99, n

ind.
diploid = 243)

or the median of population means across n = 7 biological replicates for bulk measure-

ments. Haploid cells were induced with 30 nM β-estradiol, diploid cells with 50 nM. (b)

Distribution of mean cell volumes in exponentially growing bulk cell populations mea-

sured with a Coulter counter are shown as a function of β-estradiol concentrations for

non-inducible-Whi5 (WT) haploid cells and whi5Δ haploid cells with an additional β-

estradiol-dependent transcription factor (TF). Black, horizontal lines indicate the median

of population means, which are shown as blue circles. Significance was tested using a

two-tailed, two-sample t-test at a confidence level α = 0.05, ⋆⋆
p < 0.01.

In all box-plots the coloured boxes highlight the 25- and 75-percentiles, whiskers extend

to ±2.7σ of the distributions and coloured crosses highlight outliers. Notches indicate the

95% confidence interval of the median.

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
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However, the increase in cell volume could solely be due to the addition of β-estradiol

to the yeast cultures. Explicitly, adding β-estradiol to wild-type cells, not carrying the

inducible-Whi5 system, may also lead to an increase in cell volume. To ensure that

the addition of β-estradiol has no such effect, I investigated the mean cell volumes of

exponentially growing cell populations of a non-inducible-Whi5 wild-type haploid strain

and of a haploid whi5Δ strain, containing the artificial β-estradiol-dependent transcription

factor (ch. 1.2.3), but no copies of inducible WHI5. All yeast cultures were grown with and

without β-estradiol addition and I compared the mean cell volumes after at least 24 h of

growth in the specific hormone concentration. I could not identify any significant deviation

in population means between cell populations with and without the addition of β-estradiol

for the non-inducible-Whi5 wild-type haploid strain (Fig. 3.1b). For the haploid whi5Δ

strain, additionally containing the artificial β-estradiol-dependent transcription factor, I

observed no significant increase in mean cell volume when grown in 10nM β-estradiol,

and a significant but only small increase in mean cell volumes when grown in 30 nM

β-estradiol.

In summary, those results show that for yeast strains carrying the inducible-Whi5 system,

the drastic increase in mean cell volume upon addition of β-estradiol (Fig. 1.2) is not a

side-effect of β-estradiol addition by itself.

3.1.2 Inducible-Whi5 system does not impair on cell growth

Before basing my experiments on the use of this inducible-Whi5 promoter system, how-

ever, I wanted to check whether using this system in yeast strains does not drastically

affect cell growth, i.e. doubling times and cell cycle distributions.

Fig. 3.2a shows the doubling times calculated from growth curves (ch. 2.2.1) of exponen-

tially growing yeast cultures of haploid and diploid cells. For inducible-Whi5 haploids,

induced and non-induced cells exhibited slower growth when compared to non-inducible-

Whi5 wild-type cells. This coincides with a decrease in the budding index (ch. 2.2.2)

calculated for similar cell populations (Fig. 3.2b): for populations of induced haploid

cells, a smaller fraction of cells was in the process of budding, indicating a smaller frac-

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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Figure 3.2: Control experiments on inducible-Whi5 strains. In all panels, haploid

cells (blue circles) were induced with 30 nM β-estradiol and diploid cells (green circles)

with 50 nM. Black, horizontal lines indicate the median of the distributions. (a) Dou-

bling times calculated from growth curves of exponentially growing cell populations for

inducible-Whi5 and non-inducible-Whi5 (WT) haploids and diploids. (b) Budding index

(percentage of budded cells), calculated by counting of budded and non-budded cells in ex-

ponentially growing cell populations using an optical microscope, for inducible-Whi5 and

non-inducible-Whi5 (WT) haploids and diploids. (c) Cell cycle distributions (percentage

of cells in G1/S-phases (filled circles), or in G2/M-phases (open circles)) of inducible-Whi5

and non-inducible-Whi5 (WT) haploid and diploid cells, calculated from population dis-

tributions obtained through SYBR Green I staining of the DNA and flow cytometry.

tion of cells in S or G2/M-phase and thus a bigger fraction of cells in G1-phase. I did not

find a similar result for diploid cells, where both the doubling time and the budding index

remained the same for wild-type, induced and non-induced cells. One possible explanation

could be that too high a concentration of β-estradiol in the growth medium might have

possible toxic effects on inducible-Whi5 cells, and that these effects only start to become

problematic for haploid cells. However, it could also be that the relative volume increase

itself, which is larger for haploid cells than for diploid cells (Fig. 3.1a), has a negative

effect on growth. As a compromise between not affecting cell growth too much and still

inducing cells to a larger cell volume, I decided to not use a higher concentration than 30

nM on haploid cells and than 50 nM on diploid cells. Additionally, I performed most of

the experiments in both haploid and diploid cells so that I could compare results.

Lastly, I wanted to gain further insights into the distributions of cell cycle fractions in
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Figure 3.3: Cell cycle phases of newborn cells in microscopy experiments. (a)

Total first cell cycles of new-born cells as well as individual (b) G1-phases, (c) his-

tone production periods and (d) G2/M-phases of new-born cells for inducible-Whi5 and

non-inducible-Whi5 (WT) HTB2-mCitrine haploids (blue), HTB2-mCitrine homozygous

diploids (green) and HTB2-mCitrine/htb2Δ hemizygous diploids calculated from single

cell fluorescent traces, measured with live cell fluorescence microscopy. G1-phases are

defined as the time from birth to the first budding, histone production phases as the time

between the first point of increase in fluorescent signal and the last point of increase,

G2/M-phases as the time from end of histone production phase to the separation of the

cell from its bud. Black, horizontal lines indicate the median between single cells, with

notches indicating the 95% confidence interval (nW T
haploid = 145, n

not ind.
haploid = 58, n

ind.
haploid =

58, n
W T
homoz = 71, n

not ind.
homoz = 21, n

ind.
homoz = 85, n

not ind.
hemiz = 48, n

ind.
hemiz = 43). Coloured boxes

highlight the 25- and 75-percentiles, whiskers extend to ±2.7σ of the distribution and

coloured crosses highlight outliers.

populations of growing cells, investigate the duration of those cell cycle phases, and de-

termine whether the addition of β-estradiol has any effect on them. First, I quantified the

cell cycle fractions with flow cytometry by staining the nuclear DNA of cells (ch. 2.5.3).
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I find that the total amount of yeast cells in G1/S- or G2/M-phase in populations of hap-

loid or diploid cells remained unchanged when comparing wild-type and inducible-Whi5

cells (Fig. 3.2c). To calculate the duration of cell cycle phases, I fluorescently tagged

HTB2 with mCitrine and used live-cell fluorescence microscopy to measure the fluores-

cence amounts of HTB2-mCitrine over time. Since histones are only expressed during

S-phase [Eriksson et al., 2012], this allowed me to calculate the duration of the differ-

ent cell cycle phases (ch. 2.3.3). The length of cell cycle phases in newborn single cells

calculated for haploid and diploid cells remained mostly unaltered upon induction with

β-estradiol and in comparison to non-inducible-Whi5 wild-type cells (Fig. 3.3).

In summary, those results show that using this inducible-Whi5 system, I am able to sig-

nificantly increase the range of observable cell volumes in yeast cells (Fig. 1.2), without

drastically affecting growth (Fig. 3.2a), budding indices (figure 3.2b), cell cycle distri-

butions (Fig. 3.2c) and lengths (Fig. 3.3). Thus, I decided to use this system for my

experiments, in order to quantitatively investigate the behaviour of histones with cell

volume.

3.2 Histone protein concentrations depend on cell

volume & gene copy number

3.2.1 Histone protein amounts stay constant over cell volume

and increase with ploidy

As established in chapter 1, the production of most proteins within a cell is coupled to

cell volume, leading to an increase in amounts with increasing cell volume [Zhurinsky

et al., 2010, Marguerat and Bähler, 2012, Padovan-Merhar et al., 2015, Sun et al., 2020,

Williamson and Scopes, 1961, Crissman and Steinkamp, 1973, Wu and Pollard, 2005].

Generally, this coupling of protein production to cell volume makes sense, since cells

need to maintain constant protein concentrations with increasing cell volume in order

to maintain cellular fitness. For histones, the building blocks of nucleosomes [Cox et al.,

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
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2005], however, this regulation might not be the ideal scenario, since they are likely needed

in a constant ratio to the genomic DNA content of the cell. Thus, in contrast to most

proteins, histone amounts might be regulated with genomic DNA content, rather than

with cell volume.

To verify whether this is the case, I decided to measure the amounts of two histone proteins

as a function of cell volume using live-cell fluorescence microscopy. I chose Htb1 and Htb2,

the two H2B proteins in budding yeast, since HTB1 and HTB2 can be fluorescently tagged

without drastic effects on cell growth and overall fitness. Thus, I endogenously tagged

either of those genes with the fluorescent protein mCitrine, both in haploid and in diploid

cells, and measured their fluorescence intensities in living cells with a microfluidics-based

approach (ch. 2.3, Fig. 3.4a). This allowed me to track the fluorescent amounts of

Htb1-mCitrine and Htb2-mCitrine over time on a single-cell level. Fig. 3.4b shows the

development of the fluorescent amount of Htb2-mCitrine over time in single cells of a

non-inducible-Whi5 yeast strain. As expected since histone production is limited to S-

phase [Eriksson et al., 2012], the fluorescent amount, a metric for the histone amounts

within the cell, stays constant over time in G1-phase and starts increasing when cells

enter S-phase. The amount doubles over the duration of S-phase and reaches a second

plateau just before cytokinesis, when the daughter cell detaches from the mother cell.

I decided to quantify the histone amounts of daughter cells born during the experiment,

at cell birth just after cytokinesis, and put them in relation with their cell volume at

birth, which was determined from the phase-contrast images taken together with the

fluorescence images (ch. 2.3.2). Fig. 3.4c & 3.4d show the amounts of Htb2-mCitrine

and Htb1-mCitrine, respectively, as a function of cell volume at birth, both in haploid

and in diploid cells. The histone amounts for both Htb2-mCitrine and Htb1-mCitrine

stay largely constant with cell volume. Additionally, the histone amounts in diploid cells,

where both alleles of the respective gene were tagged with mCitrine, are roughly twice as

high compared to haploid cells of similar volume. Those results indicate that the histone

amounts might indeed be coupled to DNA content and are largely independent of cell

volume.
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Figure 3.4: Htb1/2-mCitrine amounts stay constant over cell volume and in-

crease with ploidy. (a) Example live-cell fluorescence microscopy images of a non-

inducible-Whi5 haploid cell with HTB2 fluorescently tagged with mCitrine. For visu-

alisation purposes, the phase-contrast and the fluorescence images are merged together.

The red outline depicts the growing mother cell, the blue outline depicts its daughter

cell. The Htb2-mCitrine signal (shown in yellow) is only expressed in the nucleus. The

phase-contrast images allow the calculation of cell volumes. (b) Fluorescence traces of

Htb2-mCitrine over time. Brown lines show selected curves, red dashed line shows the

fluorescent amount over time of the mother cell in the example images, and the black

line shows the mean of all single cell traces. (c) Htb2-mCitrine and (d) Htb1-mCitrine

fluorescence amounts over cell volume at birth for non-inducible-Whi5 haploid (blue) and

diploid (green) cells. Bold lines show the connection between binned means, with error

bars indicating respective standard errors.
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3.2.2 Histone protein concentrations decrease with increasing

cell volume and increase with ploidy

In order to increase the range of overlapping cell volumes between haploid and diploid

cells even further and more accurately quantify and compare the amounts of histones

between them, I included the inducible-Whi5 strains in the experiments. I decided to

focus on Htb2 and, again, endogenously tagged all alleles of HTB2 with mCitrine in

inducible-Whi5 haploid and diploid cells.

Fig. 3.5a shows the Htb2-mCitrine amounts of newborn inducible-Whi5 and non-inducible-

Whi5 cells as a function of their cell volume at birth. Clearly, the range of observable and

overlapping cell volumes between haploid and diploid cells is widely increased compared

to Fig. 3.4c (also ch. 3.1). Again, I find that the Htb2-mCitrine amounts stay constant

as a function of cell volume and are doubling when comparing diploid to haploid cells of

similar volume.
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Figure 3.5: Htb2-mCitrine concentrations decrease with increasing cell volume

and increase with ploidy. (a) Htb2-mCitrine amounts over cell volume at birth for

non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid (blue) and diploid (green) cells. Bold

lines show the connection between binned means, with error bars indicating respective

standard errors. (b) Htb2-mCitrine concentrations over cell volume at birth for non-

inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid (blue) and diploid (green) cells, shown in a

double logarithmic plot. Bold lines show the linear fit through the double logarithmic

data, with red dashed lines indicating the 95% confidence intervals of the fit.
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Volume Dependence Parameter V DP

To better analyse the dependence of histones on cell volume, and also have a way to

quantitatively compare this dependence with that of other proteins, I decided to include a

quantitative measure. For this purpose, I calculated the concentration of Htb2-mCitrine

within each single cell by dividing the Htb2-mCitrine amount with the cell volume at

birth. I then plotted the concentration in dependence of the cell volume at birth in a

double logarithmic plot, as shown in Fig. 3.5b. Since the Htb2-mCitrine amounts are

roughly constant, the concentrations decrease with increasing cell volume. To quantify

this decrease, I performed a linear regression on the double logarithmic data and defined

the slope of the fit as the Volume Dependence Parameter (V DP ):

log2(c) = log2(c0) + V DP ⋅ log2(V ) (3.1)

The V DP now gives us a quantitative measure for the decrease of protein concentrations

with cell volume: a negative V DP indicates a decrease of concentration with increasing

cell volume. The special case of V DP = −1 corresponds to a decrease of concentration

with c ≈ 1/V , and therefore signifies a constant amount of proteins with increasing

cell volume. A positive V DP indicates an increase of concentration with increasing cell

volume, and V DP = 0 corresponds to a constant concentration c0.

For Htb2-mCitrine, the observed V PDs of −0.87±0.04 for haploid cells, and −0.97±0.03

for diploid cells, are very close to the value of -1. Thus, those results reinforce the

hypothesis that histone production is coupled to the genomic DNA content, and not to

the cell volume.

3.2.3 Htb2 protein concentrations depend on HTB2 gene copy

number

Accurate histone homeostasis is crucial for the proper functioning of cells [Amodeo et al.,

2015, Joseph et al., 2017, Hauer et al., 2017, Chari et al., 2019], and histone concentra-

tions in budding yeast are known to be tightly regulated at several layers, including

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000098
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transcription, translation and degradation [Eriksson et al., 2012,Kurat et al., 2014b,Gun-

jan and Verreault, 2003]. Particularly, as described in chapter 1, the HTA1-HTB1 gene

pair is known to exhibit dosage compensation at the transcript level [Norris and Osley,

1987,Moran et al., 1990,Cross and Smith, 1988]. When deleting HTB2, the other gene en-

coding for the histone H2B, HTB1, will compensate with increased expression. However,

this compensation only works when deleting HTB2, not the other way around [Moran

et al., 1990]. Additionally, as another level of regulation in budding yeast cells, excess

histones are also known to be degraded [Gunjan and Verreault, 2003]. It would be pos-

sible that coupling histone amounts to genomic DNA content is achieved through such

feedback mechanisms: Large cells could be producing proportionally too many histones,

but then degrade the excess. As an alternative, it would also be possible that cells sense

the amounts of histones present in the cell and directly regulate histone transcription

depending on those amounts. Such a direct feedback mechanism could ensure that cells

produce histones until their amounts match the genome content of the cell.

To investigate whether this type of direct feedback mechanism on transcription, trans-

lation or degradation is necessary to couple the production of histones to genomic DNA

content, I decided to perform the same live-cell fluorescence microscopy experiments on

a HTB2-mCitrine/htb2Δ hemizygous diploid and compare the results to the previously

measured HTB2-mCitrine homozygous diploid (Fig. 3.6a).

To construct a HTB2-mCitrine hemizygote, I deleted one of the two HTB2 alleles in an

inducible-Whi5 diploid strain. At the same time, the other HTB2 allele is tagged with

mCitrine. In theory, if some type of feedback mechanism were responsible for coupling

the amounts of Htb2 to genome content, the remaining HTB2-mCitrine allele should

compensate for the deleted HTB2 allele at least to some extent (Fig. 3.6a). However, the

HTB2-mCitrine concentration in the hemizygote shows a clear decrease compared to the

homozygote (Fig. 3.6b). Comparing the HTB2-mCitrine concentration of the previously

measured haploid and homozygote to the hemizygote at the same cell volume shows that

the concentrations for the hemizygote and the haploid are roughly the same, while the

concentration in the homozygote is twice as much (Fig. 3.6c). This suggests the absence
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of any direct feedback mechanism to couple histone amounts to genomic DNA content.
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Figure 3.6: Htb2-mCitrine concentrations depend on HTB2 gene copy number.

(a) Illustration of the impact of potential feedback mechanisms on the concentration of

Htb2-mCitrine concentration in a HTB2-mCitrine/htb2Δ hemizygous diploid compared

to a HTB2-mCitrine homozygous diploid. (b) Htb2-mCitrine concentrations over cell

volume at birth for non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 HTB2-mCitrine homozygous

diploids (green) and HTB2-mCitrine/htb2Δ hemizygous diploids (teal), shown in a dou-

ble logarithmic plot. Bold lines show the linear fit through the double logarithmic data,

with red dashed lines indicating the 95% confidence intervals of the fit. (c) Htb2-mCitrine

concentrations at 60 fL, estimated from the linear fit to the double logarithmic depen-

dence of concentration on cell volume, for haploids (blue), HTB2-mCitrine homozygous

diploids (green), and HTB2-mCitrine/htb2Δ hemizygous diploids (teal), normalised on

the concentration at 60 fL in haploids. Error bars are derived by error propagation of the

95% confidence interval of the linear fit at 60 fL.

In summary, this section shows that the amounts of the histone proteins Htb1 and Htb2

are not coupled to cell volume, and are increasing with cell ploidy (Figs. 3.4 & 3.5).

Additionally, at least for HTB2, the results suggests that the Htb2-mCitrine concentration

depends on the copy number of the gene, and not overall genome content (Fig. 3.6).

Moreover, no direct feedback mechanism seems to be necessary for this regulation. This
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suggests that for histone protein production in general, the whole genomic DNA content

does not seem to be of importance. Rather, the copy number of the gene encoding for

the specific histone protein seems to set the histone protein amounts in the cell, which

are independent of cell volume. Since diploid cells generally have two alleles of each gene,

this leads to an increase of histone protein amounts with cell ploidy.

3.3 Histone mRNA concentrations depend on cell

volume & gene copy number

3.3.1 Histone mRNA concentrations decrease with increasing

cell volume

So far, I have shown that histone Htb1 and Htb2 protein amounts roughly stay constant

with cell volume (Fig. 3.4), resulting in a decrease of protein concentrations with increas-

ing cell volume (Fig. 3.5). In addition, the Htb2 protein concentrations are coupled to

the HTB2 gene copy number (Fig. 3.6). Since no direct feedback mechanism seems to

be necessary for this coupling, the regulation of histone concentrations might already be

established at the transcript level. In order to test this hypothesis, I performed reverse-

transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) on growing haploid yeast cell populations,

after extracting total RNA (ch. 2.4). This allowed me to determine the mean transcript

concentrations of specific genes in the measured cell population. To put those transcript

concentrations in relation to the mean cell volume of the cell populations, I also measured

cell volume distributions using a Coulter Counter (ch. 2.2.3). To be able to quantitatively

asses the behaviour of transcript concentration as a function of cell volume, I needed to

measure a wide range of mean cell volumes. Thus, I again worked with non-inducible-

Whi5 wild-type strains as well as inducible-Whi5 strains (ch. 1.2.3 and Fig. 3.1). I grew

cells without hormone addition and with a concentration of 10 nM and 30 nM β-estradiol.

Total RNA was extracted after letting the cells grow on the respective hormone condition

for at least 24h.
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As a first step, I measured the behaviour of ribosomal RNA RDN18 concentration relative

to total RNA. Fig. 3.7a shows that with a V PD of 0.08±0.12, the RDN18 concentration

clearly stays constant with increasing cell volume. This is consistent with the fact that

a large portion of total RNA consists of ribosomal RNA [von der Haar, 2008], and that

total RNA concentrations should stay constant with cell volume [Williamson and Scopes,

1961]. Since I found the RDN18 concentration to be constant, I normalised all other

RT-qPCR measurements on RDN18.
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Figure 3.7: mRNA concentrations of RDN18 and housekeeping genes stay con-

stant with cell volume. (a - c) Relative RDN18 (a), ACT1 (b) or ENO2 (c) mRNA

concentrations for non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid cells over mean cell

volume, shown in a double logarithmic plot. For RDN18 mRNA concentrations are nor-

malised on the mean mRNA concentration of non-inducible-Whi5 cells (green circle). For

ACT1 and ENO2 mRNA concentrations are normalised on RDN18. Individual data points

for the different β-estradiol concentrations are shown in grey. Coloured symbols indicate

the mean of the different conditions with error bars indicating the standard deviations.

Lines show linear fits to the double logarithmic data, with volume-dependence parameters

(V DP s) determined as the slope of the fit.
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Then, I measured the mRNA concentrations of two housekeeping genes, ACT1 and ENO2.

Since global transcription increases with cell volume [Marguerat and Bähler, 2012,Zhurin-

sky et al., 2010,Padovan-Merhar et al., 2015,Sun et al., 2020], I would expect those genes

to be expressed in such a way that their mRNA concentrations stay constant. The calcu-

lated V DP s for both ACT1 and ENO2 are close to and not significantly different from 0

(Figs. 3.7b, 3.7c & 3.8). This means that the mRNA concentrations indeed stay constant

as a function of cell volume.

Additionally, I also measured the mRNA concentrations of RPB1 and RPB3, two genes

encoding for large subunits of the RNA polymerase II. Interestingly, the V DP s calculated

for both genes are slightly negative and significantly different from 0 (Fig. 3.8). This

indicates a modest decrease of transcript concentrations with increasing cell volume, which

is in accordance with findings of other studies [Mena et al., 2017,Lanz et al., 2021].

Finally, I determined the mRNA concentration of all the core histone genes and the H1-

like linker histone, and put them in relation to the mean cell volume of the measured

yeast populations. As described in chapter 1, each of the core histone genes in budding

yeast is expressed from two gene variants [Eriksson et al., 2012], which show high sequence

similarity. Thus, a colleague (Daniela Bureik) performed tests on deletion strains, where

possible, to ensure the specificity of the histone qPCR primer (ch. 2.4.2, Table C.1 & C.2).

That way, we could make sure that we were able to distinguish between the transcripts

of the individual gene variants when performing the RT-qPCR measurements.

The V DP s calculated for all histone genes are negative and significantly different from

0, and most of them are close to -1 (Fig. 3.8), which is equivalent to a decrease of

concentration with c ≈ 1/V . Interestingly, the V DP of HHT2 is closer to 0 than the

V DP s of all other histone genes, which is consistent with a similar finding in another

recent study [Swaffer et al., 2021a]. This means that all histone transcript concentrations

decrease with increasing cell volume, and most of them stay at constant amounts. In con-

trast, global transcription increases with cell volume and leads to constant concentrations

of most mRNAs.
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Figure 3.8: Histone mRNA concentrations decrease with cell volume. Summary

of the V DP s for all measured genes with error bars indicating the standard error. Signif-

icance that the V DP is different from 0 was tested using linear regressions; ⋆⋆
p < 0.01,

⋆⋆⋆
p < 0.001

In addition, I wanted to investigate whether the decrease of histone mRNA concentrations

is an artefactual result, induced by the addition of β-estradiol. Therefore, I performed the

same RT-qPCR measurements on cell populations of a non-inducible-Whi5 wild-type hap-

loid strain and of a haploid whi5Δ strain, containing the artificial β-estradiol-dependent

transcription factor, but no copies of inducible WHI5 (strain referred to as MS62-1).

The control experiments in chapter 3.1 showed no drastic increase of mean cell volume

upon addition of β-estradiol in bulk populations of those yeast strains (Fig. 3.1b). For all

the genes measured, I could not identify any significant decrease of mRNA concentration

as a function of the β-estradiol concentration, both for the wild-type strain (Fig. 3.9a)

and the MS62-1 strain (Fig. 3.9b). This confirms that the observed decrease of histone

mRNA concentrations is specific to the increase of mean cell volumes of the measured

populations, and not a side-effect of β-estradiol addition.
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Figure 3.9: Decrease of histone transcript concentrations is specific to the in-

crease of cell volume. Relative mean mRNA concentrations (grey circles) of expo-

nentially growing haploid cell populations with and without β-estradiol addition. (a)

Non-inducible-Whi5 cells, and (b) whi5Δ cells with artificial β-estradiol-dependent tran-

scription factor. For each gene, values are normalised on the mean mRNA concentration

of the cell populations without β-estradiol addition (0 nM). Black horizontal lines indicate

the median of the distribution, grey circles indicate biological replicates. Grey boxes high-

light the 25- and 75-percentiles, whiskers extend to ±2.7σ of the distribution, magenta

crosses highlight outliers.

3.3.2 HTB2 mRNA concentrations depend on HTB2 gene copy

number

When comparing the dependence of histone transcript concentrations (Fig. 3.8) and

histone protein concentrations on cell volume (Fig. 3.5b), it becomes clear that they

behave very similarly. Thus, it might be the case that the coupling of histone protein

concentrations to gene copy number (Fig. 3.6c) is already established at the mRNA

level, and that histone mRNA concentrations themselves are also dependent on gene

copy number. To test whether this is the case, I performed RT-qPCR measurements

on bulk populations of inducible-Whi5 diploid strains, which were either homozygous or

hemizygous for HTB2.

First, I measured the dependence of selected histone transcript concentrations as a func-

tion of the mean cell volume of the population and calculated the V DP s. Similar to the
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V DP s in haploid cells (Fig. 3.8), I find that the V DP s for all histone genes investigated

are close to −1, and I could not find any significant deviation between the respective

V DP s of the homozygote and the hemizygote (Fig. 3.10a).

Then, I compared the HTB2 transcript concentration at a characteristic cell volume be-

tween the homozygote and the hemizygote. Similar to the findings for Htb2 protein con-

centrations (Fig. 3.6c), the HTB2 transcript concentration in the hemizygote is greatly

reduced compared to the homozygote. Since HTB1 is known to compensate for missing

HTB2 alleles [Moran et al., 1990], I expected to see an overexpression of HTB1 transcript

concentrations in the hemizygote. However, I do not observe such an overexpression (Fig.

3.10b).

As a control, I performed similar experiments in haploid cells, and compared the HTB1

transcript concentrations between a wild-type strain and a htb2Δ strain. There, as ex-

pected, I see a roughly 50% overexpression of HTB1 in the htb2Δ cells (Fig. 3.10c).

Interestingly, I also find a 50% overexpression of HTA1 (Fig. 3.10c). Since diploid cells

have two alleles of each gene, I would expect a 25% overexpression of HTB1 in the hem-

izygote, because only one allele of HTB2 was deleted. Thus, I suspect that I might not

be able to resolve this weaker overexpression of HTB1 in the hemizygous strain.

In summary, I showed that histone mRNA concentrations decrease with increasing cell

volume (Fig. 3.8) and that HTB2 mRNA concentrations depend on the HTB2 gene copy

number (Fig. 3.10). Together with the results obtained for histone proteins (ch. 3.2), this

highlights that histone production is not coupled to cell volume but to gene copy numbers

instead. This results in an increase of histone protein concentrations with ploidy, but a

decrease with cell volume. This regulation is already established at the transcript level,

and no direct feedback mechanisms seem to be necessary.
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Figure 3.10: HTB2 mRNA concentrations increase with gene copy number. (a)

Summary of the V DP s for non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 HTB2 homozygous

(green circles) and a HTB2/htb2Δ hemizygous (teal diamonds) diploids, determined by

RT-qPCR. V DP s were determined as the slopes of the linear fits to the double logarithmic

dependence of concentration on cell volume (fit through n
HT B1, HT B2

= 18, n
HHF 1, HHO1

=

12 ). Error bars indicate the standard error of the slope. (b) Median mRNA concentra-

tions at 60 fL, estimated from the linear fit to the double logarithmic dependence of con-

centration on cell volume, for HTB2 (left) and HTB1 (right) in HTB2 homozygous (green)

and HTB2/htb2Δ hemizygous (teal) cells, normalised on the respective median concen-

tration of the HTB2 homozygous cells. Error bars indicate the 2.5- and 97.5-percentiles

around the median concentration ratio, determined from 10000 bootstrap samples. (c)

Relative HTB1, HTA1 and ACT1 mRNA concentrations (normalised on RDN18 ) for a

wild-type haploid strain and a htb2Δ in the same background, measured by RT-qPCR.

Concentrations are normalised on the respective median concentration in the wild-type.

Biological replicates are represented as coloured circles. Black, horizontal lines indicate

the median, and notches indicate the 95% confidence interval. Coloured boxes highlight

the 25- and 75-percentiles, whiskers extend to ±2.7σ of the distributions. Significance was

tested using a two-tailed, two-sample t-test at a confidence level α = 0.05; ⋆⋆⋆
p < 0.001.
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3.4 Histone promoters regulate histone concentra-

tions with cell volume and gene copy number

3.4.1 Histone promoters determine the dependence of transcripts

on cell volume

So far, I have established that histone protein and mRNA concentrations are not coupled

to cell volume but to gene copy numbers instead (ch. 3.2 & 3.3). This regulation does

not seem to require any type of direct feedback mechanism on transcription, translation

or degradation. Thus, the next step was to investigate whether the histone promoters

alone are sufficient to establish the specific regulation of histone concentrations with cell

volume and gene copy number. For this purpose, I worked with non-inducible-Whi5 and

inducible-Whi5 haploid and diploid yeast strains, each having an additional copy of a

promoter of interest integrated into their genome (Fig. 3.11).

Promoter

mCitrine

ADH1term

+ RT-qPCR

Flow Cytometry

1N or 2N

1 copy of

Figure 3.11: Illustration of the promoter experiments. Haploid (1N) or diploid (2N)

strains carry a single additional copy of a promoter of interest, driving the expression of

the fluorescent reporter mCitrine regulated by the ADH1 terminator. The expression of

the fluorescent reporter was analysed using RT-qPCR or flow cytometry.

Each gene promoter was defined as the 1000 bp preceding the start codon of the respec-

tive gene, where possible. If using the full 1000 bp as the promoter would conflict with

the preceding gene, then the promoter was defined as a shorter sequence. Each of those

additional promoters drove the expression of the fluorescent protein mCitrine, and all

promoter constructs were regulated by the same ADH1 terminator. I focused the experi-

ments on the promoters of the histone genes HTB1, HTB2 and HHF1, and included the
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ACT1 promoter as a control. To investigate the behaviour of mCitrine transcripts driven

by those additional promoter copies, I performed RT-qPCR (ch. 2.4) or flow cytometry

(ch. 2.5) on bulk cell populations. I then quantified the mean transcript concentrations

(RT-qPCR), or the mean expression of the fluorescent protein mCitrine (flow cytometry)

and put them in relation with the mean cell volume of the cell populations in order to

calculate the V DP s.

First, using RT-qPCR, I made sure that this additional promoter construct does not have

a drastic influence on the V DP of the endogenous histone genes. To do so, I compared

the calculated V DP s in haploid cells to the ones previously obtained for haploid strains

carrying no additional promoter copy (Fig. 3.12 & 3.8).
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Figure 3.12: Histone promoters are sufficient for cell volume dependence of

transcript concentrations, as shown by RT-qPCR. (a - d) V DP s determined with

RT-qPCR for the genes ACT1, mCitrine, and HTB1, HTB2, or HHF1 for non-inducible-

Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid strains carrying an additional ACT1 promoter (a), and

strains carrying an additional HTB1 (b), HTB2 (c), or HHF1 (d) promoter in comparison

to wild-type strains carrying no additional promoter (black circles). V DP s were deter-

mined as the slope of the linear fit to the double logarithmic dependence of concentration

on cell volume, with error bars indicating the standard error of the V DP s. Significant

V DP deviation between two genes was tested using linear regressions; ⋆
p < 0.05
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For all promoter constructs investigated, except for the HTB1 promoter, the additional

promoter copy does not have a significant influence on the V DP of the endogenous gene.

For the HTB1 promoter, the calculated V DP s of both ACT1 and endogenous HTB1

are consistently slightly more negative than the V DP s determined for cells carrying no

additional promoter. However, the qualitative difference of transcript regulation with cell

volume between the endogenous ACT1 and the endogenous HTB1 gene is still observable.

In addition, I also find that the regulation of mCitrine transcript concentrations with cell

volume depends on the promoter which is driving its expression. If mCitrine is driven by

the ACT1 promoter, the V DP of mCitrine is similar to the V DP of endogenous ACT1

(Fig. 3.12a). The same holds true for the histone promoters: When driven by either

the HTB1, HTB2, or HHF1 promoter, the V DP of mCitrine is similar to the V DP of

endogenous HTB1, HTB2, or HHF1, respectively (Figs. 3.12b, 3.12c, & 3.12d). Thus,

the histone promoter alone is sufficient to establish the decrease of histone transcript

concentrations with increasing cell volume.

3.4.2 Histone promoters determine the dependence of transcripts

on gene copy number

As described above, I also performed similar experiments to the RT-qPCR measurements

using flow cytometry (Fig. 3.11), which enables a fast experimental read out of the

fluorescent amounts of mCitrine. Thus, I was able to measure both haploid and diploid

cells carrying those additional promoter constructs relatively fast. First, I quantified the

mean mCitrine fluorescence driven by the additional promoter of interest, and calculated

the respective V DP s. Similar to the RT-qPCR measurements, all V DP s determined for

the additional histone promoters are significantly negative, both for haploid and diploid

cells. In contrast, the V DP s determined for mCitrine driven by the ACT1 promoter are

closer to 0 (Figs. 3.13 & 3.14a). Thus, this confirms that flow cytometry can be used to

qualitatively distinguish the different cell volume dependencies of histone promoters and

other promoters.
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Figure 3.13: Histone promoters are sufficient for cell volume- and ploidy-

dependence of transcript concentrations, as shown by flow cytometry. (a -

d) mCitrine concentration, driven by an additional copy of the mCitrine (a), HTB1

(b), HTB2 (c) or HHF1 (d) promoter in non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 hap-

loid (filled circles) and diploid (open squares) cells, shown as a function of cell volume

in a double logarithmic plot. Lines show linear fits to the double logarithmic data with

volume-dependence parameters (V DP s) determined as the slope of the fit, with respective

standard error.

As established in chapters 3.2 & 3.3, histone protein and mRNA concentration are not

just maintained at constant amounts over cell volume, resulting in a decrease of con-

centration with cell volume. Their amounts, and thus concentrations, also increase with

gene copy number, and therefore with cell ploidy. This type of regulation is in contrast

with the regulation of most other proteins, which are kept at constant concentrations as

a function of cell volume. Moreover, the concentrations most proteins are kept at, are

usually independent of ploidy, meaning that haploid and diploid cells of similar volumes

have similar concentrations of proteins [Wu et al., 2010].

In order to test whether the histone promoters alone are sufficient to also couple the

transcript concentrations to gene copy number, I quantified the mCitrine fluorescence in
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haploid and diploid cells of similar volume. Here, I want to remind that both haploids

and diploids only carry one additional copy of the additional promoter construct. Thus,

for mCitrine driven by one additional ACT1 promoter, the concentration in the diploid

should be halved when compared to the concentration in the haploid [Schmoller and

Skotheim, 2015]. In a homozygous diploid, with two ACT1 promoters driving the mCitrine

expression, this would lead to the same concentration than in a haploid of similar volume.

As expected, the calculated concentration of mCitrine driven by the single ACT1 promoter

at a characteristic cell volume is indeed halved when compared to the concentration in

haploids carrying one additional ACT1 promoter (Figs. 3.13a & 3.14b).
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Figure 3.14: Summarising cell volume- and ploidy-dependence of transcripts

driven by histone promoters. (a) Summary of V DP s determined with flow cytometry

for different strains in non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid (filled circles) and

diploid (open squares) cells. V DP s were determined as the slope of the linear fit to the

double logarithmic dependence of concentration on cell volume, with error bars indicating

the standard error of the V DP s. (b) Median concentration of mCitrine, estimated from

the linear fit to the double logarithmic dependence of concentration on cell volume, in

diploid cells compared to the median concentration in haploid cells at 60 fL. Error bars

indicate the 2.5- and 97.5-percentiles around the median concentration ratio, determined

from 10000 bootstrap samples.

In contrast, for the histone promoters, I would expect a different behaviour, since the

transcript concentrations need to be coupled to gene copy numbers. The concentration

in a diploid carrying only one additional promoter driving mCitrine expression should
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be the same as in a haploid carrying only one additional promoter. For a homozygous

diploid, with two histone promoters driving the mCitrine expression, this would lead to

a doubling in concentration, when compared to a haploid of similar volume. Indeed, the

calculated mCitrine concentration at a characteristic cell volume in diploids carrying one

additional histone promoter is nearly the same concentration as in haploids for all histone

promoters investigated (Figs. 3.13b, 3.13c, 3.13d & 3.14b).

In summary, those results highlight that the histone promoters are sufficient to drive the

regulation of histone transcript concentrations with cell volume (Figs. 3.12, 3.13). In

addition, they are also sufficient to couple histone transcript concentrations to gene copy

numbers, and thus to the ploidy of the cell (Fig. 3.14).

3.5 Model for the dependence of transcription rate

on cell volume and ploidy

3.5.1 Introducing the model

The experimental results obtained up to this point strongly suggest that the regulation of

histones with cell volume and cell ploidy is different than for most proteins. In fact, most

genes are transcribed in proportion to cell volume [Marguerat and Bähler, 2012,Zhurinsky

et al., 2010, Padovan-Merhar et al., 2015, Sun et al., 2020] and thus, constant protein

concentrations are maintained, which are independent of cell ploidy [Wu et al., 2010].

In contrast, histone promoters express transcripts at a cell volume independent rate,

leading to a decrease of transcript concentrations with increasing cell volume (ch. 3.4.1).

Moreover, the transcript concentrations are coupled to the copy number of the histone

promoter driving their expression (ch. 3.4.2). Generally, this leads to an increase of

histone transcripts and proteins with cell ploidy (chs. 3.3 & 3.2).

Since histone promoters are sufficient to drive the decrease of histone concentrations

with cell volume and the increase with copy number, I speculate that this regulation is

mediated by the synthesis of histone proteins. Thus, I focused on the dependence of

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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transcription rates on cell volume and ploidy. In order to gain deeper insights into the

possible ways the transcription rates of promoters can be coupled to cell volume or cell

ploidy, I used mathematical modelling. Together with Prof. Abhyudai Singh from the

University of Delaware, we rethought a mathematical model that was previously proposed

by Heldt et al. [Heldt et al., 2018]. However, in order to simplify their model, we did not

explicitly model the growth rates of cells as a function of time. As has been discussed in

the literature for several years [Zhurinsky et al., 2010, Marguerat et al., 2012, Padovan-

Merhar et al., 2015,Lin and Amir, 2018,Heldt et al., 2018, Sun et al., 2020], we suppose

that transcription is limited by one component of the transcriptional machinery, which

we denote as TM . That limiting component could potentially be a subunit of the RNA

polymerase.
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of the minimal model for the dependence of transcrip-

tion rate of one specific promoter of interest on cell volume and ploidy. The

model includes two classes of promoters: the general pool of promoters g, and the specific

promoter of interest p, with their respective initiation rates k
g
on or k

p
on, describing the

binding of the limiting machinery, and off-rates k
g
off or k

p
off , summarising all other steps

of transcription.

We consider two classes of promoters, a specific promoter of interest, p, present as a single

copy, and a general pool of promoters, g, which are present as nh ≈ 6000 copies in haploids

and nd ≈ 12000 in diploids (Fig. 3.15). Each promoter is competing for a finite number

of the limiting component of the transcriptional machinery, and is modelled as one single

binding site for TM . The number of TM bound to general promoters is denoted as R
g.

Whether TM is bound to the single promoter of interest is described by R
p, which can
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assume values between 0 (not bound) and 1 (bound). Moreover, R
f denotes the number

of free TM .

We assume that the total number of TM (free and bound) scales proportionally to cell

volume, V , and is given by

R
g
+ R

p
+ R

f
= cT M ⋅ V (3.2)

with cT M being the total TM concentration. In other words, the concentration of the

limiting component of the transcriptional machinery cT M stays constant with cell volume.

Initiation, i.e. binding of the machinery, occurs at a rate k
p
on for the promoter of interest,

and at a rate k
g
on for the general pool of promoters. Furthermore, we assume that all

other steps of transcription can be summarised in a single rate-limiting step, occurring

at a rate k
p
off and k

g
off , respectively. In addition, we assume transcript degradation to be

the same for all transcripts, and set the corresponding degradation rate kdeg = 1, i.e., all

other rates are normalised with respect to kdeg. I want to note that in the case of stable

transcripts, kdeg describes the dilution of transcripts by cell growth.

Assuming that the arrival of TM at promoters is proportional to the concentration of free

TM , the change in number of bound general promoters over time is given by following

equation:
dR

g

dt
= k

g
on ⋅ (nh/d − R

g) ⋅ R
f

V
− k

g
off ⋅ R

g (3.3)

where (nh/d − R
g) are the number of general promoters not bound to TM in haploids or

diploids, respectively.

Similarly, the change in binding of TM to the single promoter of interest over time is

given by:
dR

p

dt
= k

p
on ⋅ (1 − R

p) ⋅ R
f

V
− k

p
off ⋅ R

p (3.4)

Solving (3.3) and (3.4) at steady-state, dR
g

dt
=

dR
p

dt
= 0, constraints the number of bound

TMs via the following nonlinear equations

k
g
on ⋅ (nh/d − R

g) ⋅ R
f

V
= k

g
off ⋅ R

g (3.5)
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k
p
on ⋅ (1 − R

p) ⋅ R
f

V
= k

p
off ⋅ R

p (3.6)

Finally, the steady-state concentration of transcripts produced from the single promoter

of interest, cp, is given by

cp =

k
p
off ⋅ R

p

V
(3.7)

Now, with a fixed set of parameters cT M , k
g
on, k

g
off , k

p
on, k

p
off , numerically solving equations

(3.2), (3.5) and (3.6) allows to calculate the transcript concentration, cp, generated by the

single promoter of interest as a function of cell volume V . The parameter sets I chose for

this work are described in Appendix A.

3.5.2 Model predictions for the behaviour of transcript concen-

trations

The minimal model can predict different types of behaviour for the regulation of transcript

concentrations with cell volume and cell ploidy. Those different predictions depend on

the parameters chosen to describe the promoter of interest (Fig. 3.16 & 3.17).

First, the model accurately predicts the behaviour of most transcript concentrations as a

function of cell volume and cell ploidy (red curves in Figs. 3.16 & 3.17). As of now, this

behaviour will be referred to as actin-like behaviour. For a given k
p
off of the promoter

of interest, this behaviour takes place for a moderate initiation rate k
p
on, when compared

to the initiation rate of the general pool of promoters (kp
on ≈ k

g
on). In other words, both

the promoter of interest and the general pool of promoters have similar binding affinities

to the limiting component of the transcriptional machinery. They thus equally compete

for that component, and the transcription rate of the promoter of interest increases with

increasing availability of the limiting component, i.e. cell volume. This leads to constant

transcript concentrations as a function of cell volume. In diploid cells, the promoter of

interest competes with twice as many general promoters than in haploid cells. Thus, the

concentration of transcripts expressed through this promoter of interest is halved, when

compared to the concentration in haploids of similar volume. For a homozygous diploid
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Figure 3.16: Predictions of the minimal model for the behaviour of transcript

concentrations with cell volume and ploidy. The model predicts three different types

of behaviours, depending on the initiation rate k
p
on of the specific promoter of interest.

(a) Concentration of transcripts expressed through the specific promoter of interest, as a

function of cell volume. (b) Ratio of transcript concentrations in diploids compared to

the concentration in haploids of same size, as a function of cell volume. Red curves depict

actin-like behaviour, blue curves depict histone-like behaviour and grey curves depict the

third type of behaviour.

carrying two of those promoters, this leads to the same concentration than in a haploid

with one promoter, as expected from the literature [Wu et al., 2010].

Secondly, the model also correctly predicts the behaviour of transcript concentrations

that are expressed through histone promoters (blue curves in Figs. 3.16 & 3.17). For

this behaviour to take place, the initiation rate k
p
on of the promoter of interest must

be relatively higher than the initiation rate of the general pool of promoters (kp
on >>

k
g
on). In other words, in comparison with the general pool of promoters, the binding

affinity to the limiting component of the transcriptional machinery is much higher for

the promoter of interest. Thus, the promoter is already saturated with transcriptional

machinery, even at very small cell volumes. Cell growth, and thus increased availability

of the transcriptional machinery, does therefore not lead to a higher occupancy of the

promoter with transcriptional machinery. Thus, the transcription rate stays constant as a

function of cell volume, resulting in a decrease of transcript concentrations with increasing

cell volume. For a diploid cell, the amount of general promoters doubles, but the binding
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affinity of the promoter of interest is much higher than the binding affinity of the general

pool of promoters. Thus, the occupancy of the promoter of interest with transcriptional

machinery does not get affected. Hence, the transcription rate of the promoter of interest

in a diploid is the same as the transcription rate in a haploid. For a homozygous diploid

carrying two of those promoters of interest, this will therefore lead to a doubling in

transcript concentrations, when compared to a haploid of similar volume.

Lastly, the model also predicts a third type of behaviour when the initiation rate k
p
on

of the promoter of interest is much lower than the initiation rate of the general pool of

promoters (kp
on << k

g
on, grey curves in Figs. 3.16 & 3.17). In this regime, the transcript

concentrations first stay constant at very small concentration values, and only start to

increase at higher cell volumes. Simultaneously, the ratio of transcript concentrations in a

diploid compared to the transcript concentrations in a haploid decreases with cell volume.

This behaviour can be understood as follows: since the binding affinity of the promoter

of interest is so low, when compared to the general pool, the transcriptional machinery

rarely binds the promoter of interest. Hence, the transcription rate is very low, leading to

barely any production of transcripts. At bigger cell volumes, when there is an abundance

of transcriptional machinery, the machinery also becomes available for the promoter of

interest. This then leads to a non-linear increase of transcription rate with cell volume.

In a diploid, there are double as many general promoters compared to a haploid. Thus, in

a diploid, the transcription rate of the promoter of interest only increases at even bigger

cell volumes, in comparison to a haploid. As a consequence, for the computed cell volume

range, the transcript concentration ratio decreases as a function of cell volume.

To sum up the findings so far, depending on the parameters chosen, the model can predict

histone-like behaviour or actin-like behaviour. This means that when all other parameters

are fixed, tuning the initiation rate k
p
on - or the off-rate k

p
off , describing all other steps of

transcription - can change the behaviour of the promoter of interest from a histone-like

promoter to that of an actin-like promoter, or vice-versa (Fig. 3.17).
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Figure 3.17: Tuning k
p
on or k

p
off can change the behaviour of the promoter of

interest. The model predicts that tuning k
p
on (a), or k

p
off (b), while keeping all other

parameters fixed results in a qualitative change in the dependence of transcript con-

centrations on cell volume (black curves), as well as a change in the ratio between the

concentration in diploid cells and the concentration in haploid cells (orange curves).

3.6 Change behaviour of histone promoters experi-

mentally

3.6.1 Create histone promoter truncations

The minimal model described in ch. 3.5 predicts that one specific promoter of interest

can exhibit different behaviours, depending on the parameters chosen to describe the pro-

moter. For example, the promoter can behave like an actin promoter (constant transcript

concentrations over cell volume, V DP ≈ 0, but ploidy dependent, cdiploid

chaploid
≈ 0.5) or like

a histone promoter (decrease of transcript concentrations with increasing cell volume,

V DP ≈ −1, but independent of ploidy, , cdiploid

chaploid
≈ 1). One of the key predictions of this

model is that the behaviour of a histone-like promoter can be changed to that of an actin-

like promoter, solely by tuning its initiation rate k
p
on, and leaving all other parameters

fixed (Fig. 3.17a).

In order to test this theoretical prediction experimentally, I focused on the HTB1 and

HHF1 promoters. To decrease their initiation rates, I worked with increasingly shorter

truncations of those promoters (Fig. 3.18).

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
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Figure 3.18: Illustration of the experiments on histone promoter truncations.

Series of haploid and diploid strains carry a single additional copy of increasingly shorter

fragments of histone promoters driving mCitrine expression, each truncated from the 5’-

end. mCitrine fluorescence is then quantified by flow cytometry. Additionally, for some

promoter truncations, mCitrine expression is measured with RT-qPCR.

Those truncations were created by shortening the full promoters from the 5’ end in sections

of 150 bp. Similar to the full promoter constructs described in chapter 3.4, each promoter

truncation drove the expression of the fluorescent protein mCitrine. Again, all promoter

constructs were regulated by the same ADH1 terminator, and one single copy of each

construct was incorporated into the genome of non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5

haploid and diploid cells.

I then quantified the mean mCitrine fluorescence of cell populations by flow cytometry

(ch. 2.5), or the mean mCitrine expression by RT-qPCR (ch. 2.4). To determine the

dependence of mCitrine fluorescence or mCitrine transcript concentrations on cell vol-

ume, I performed the experiments on cell populations of different mean cell volumes, and

measured the cell volume distributions with a Coulter Counter (ch. 2.2.3).

3.6.2 Histone promoter truncations change the dependence of

transcript concentrations on cell volume

As a first step, I analysed the mCitrine expression driven by those additional promoter

truncation constructs in haploid cells, using flow cytometry. I quantified the mCitrine

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005446
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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fluorescent concentrations at a characteristic cell volume (Fig. 3.19a), and determined

the V DP s of mCitrine concentrations (Fig. 3.19b) for each of the investigated promoter

truncations. For both the HTB1 and the HHF1 promoter, I observe a drastic drop in

mCitrine concentration between the 450 bp and the 300 bp truncation. This drop in

promoter expression also coincides with a change of the V DP towards 0.
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Figure 3.19: Reducing the strength of the histone promoter changes its V DP ,

as shown by flow cytometry in haploid cells. (a) mCitrine concentration at 60

fL, normalised on the maximum concentration, for promoter truncations of the HTB1

promoter (dark blue circles) and the HHF1 promoter (light blue squares), respectively.

Concentrations were estimated from the linear fit to the dependence of concentration on

cell volume. Error bars are derived by error propagation of the 95% confidence interval

of the linear fit at 60 fL. (b) V DP of mCitrine for the respective promoter truncations

of the HTB1 promoter (dark blue circles) and the HHF1 promoter (light blue squares).

V DP s were determined as the slope of the linear fit to the dependence of concentration

on cell volume. Error bars show the standard error of the V DP s. In both panels, the

linear fit was performed through n = 15 biological replicates, expect for the full HTB1

and HHF1 promoter, where the fit was performed through n = 12 biological replicates.

As discussed in chapter 1, all major core histone promoters in budding yeast include

upstream activating sequence (UAS) elements [Osley, 1991,Eriksson et al., 2005]. These

UAS elements act as binding sites for the transcription factor Spt10, which is known to

activate histone transcription during S-phase [Eriksson et al., 2011]. For the HTB1 and

HHF1 promoters, part of those UAS elements get lost between the 450 bp and the 300

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000003663
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
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bp truncation (Fig. 3.20), which is when the drop of concentration and the change in

V DP is happening. Thus, it is plausible that this partial loss of UAS elements causes the

observed reduction in promoter strength.

In the minimal model introduced in chapter 3.5, this reduction in promoter strength

is described as a reduction in initiation rate k
p
on of the promoter of interest. The model

predicts that reducing k
p
on shifts the V DP of a histone-like promoter (V DP ≈ −1) towards

the V DP expected for an actin-like promoter (V DP ≈ 0). Experimentally, I observe this

switch for both the HTB1 and the HHF1 promoter between the 450 bp and 300 bp

truncations.

Full HHF1

promoter

450 bp

300 bp

5’ 3’Full HTB1

promoter

450 bp

300 bp

5’ 3’

NEG elementUAS element

Figure 3.20: Illustration of the full HHF1 and HTB1 promoter, as well as the

450 bp and 300 bp truncations. Blue arrowheads show the location of the upstream

activating sequences (UAS) elements [Osley et al., 1986], red boxes show the location of

the NEG elements [Osley, 1991,Mariño-Ramírez et al., 2006].

3.6.3 Histone promoter truncations lead to switch from histone-

like to actin-like behaviour

The model also predicts that the ploidy dependence of transcript concentrations expressed

through a histone-like promoter ( cdiploid

chaploid
≈ 1) should change when reducing its initiation

rate k
p
on. Thus, as a next step, I performed similar flow cytometry experiments not only

on haploid cells, but on both haploid and diploid cells. This allowed me to calculate the

ratio of mCitrine concentration between diploid and haploid cells, at a chosen cell volume

of 60 fL. In haploid cell, I observe the change in V DP between the 450 bp and 300 bp

truncation of both promoters. Thus, I decided to focus the rest of my experiments on

those truncations and their corresponding full promoters (Fig. 3.21).

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
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Figure 3.21: Reducing the strength of a histone promoter shifts its behaviour

from histone-like to actin-like, as shown by flow cytometry in haploid and

diploid cells. V DP of mCitrine in non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid

(blue filled circles) and diploid (green open squares) cells (upper panel) and mCitrine

concentration at 60 fL in diploids compared to the concentration in haploids (bottom

panel). Left shows results for the HTB1 promoter truncations, right shows results for

the HHF1 promoter truncations. Concentrations were estimated from the linear fit to

the dependence of concentration on cell volume, V DP s were determined as the slope of

the linear fit. Error bars in the upper panels show the standard error of the V DP s.

In the bottom panel, error bars indicate the 2.5- and 97.5-percentiles around the median

concentration ratio, determined from 10000 bootstrap samples. Linear fits were performed

through n = 27 biological replicates, except for the full HTB1 and HHF1 promoter in

diploid cells, where the fit was performed through n = 18 biological replicates. For the

diploid 450 bp HHF1 promoter n = 18, and for the diploid 300 bp HHF1 promoter n = 17.

Again, for both the HTB1 and the HHF1 promoter, the V DP in haploid and in diploid

cells changes towards 0 for the 300 bp truncation (Fig. 3.21, upper panel). In addition,

the ratio of mCitrine concentration at a characteristic volume decreases from close to 1

towards 0.5 (Fig. 3.21, lower panel). This is in full accordance with the predictions of

the minimal model. Thus, those results highlight that for both the HHF1 and the HTB1

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
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promoter it is indeed possible to change the behaviour from a histone-like promoter to

that of an actin-like promoter, experimentally.

While I consistently observe this same trend in the flow cytometry measurements, I re-

alised that the exact V DP s measured with flow cytometry depended on the flow cytometry

settings. Depending on the cell volume range I wanted to measure (only haploid cells or

both diploid and haploid cells at the same time), I needed to adjust those settings, which

could lead to quantitatively different V DP s, without changing the qualitative trend of

changing the promoter’s behaviour. However, in order to quantitatively confirm the flow

cytometry results, I repeated the experiments for the 450 bp and 300 bp truncations of

the HTB1 and HHF1 promoters using RT-qPCR (Fig. 3.22).

Again, I see a change in the V DP towards 0, and a decrease of the ratio of the mCitrine

concentration between diploid and haploid cells from close to 1 to close to 0.5. It is worth

noting though that, especially for the diploid 450 bp HHF1 truncations, the RT-qPCR

measurements were subject to a lot of experimental noise, resulting in large error bars for

the V DP and the ratio in concentration. Even though I decided to perform the RT-qPCR

measurements in order to get more quantitative measures, again, the qualitative trend is

the main result from those experiments.

To summarise, I was able to observe a qualitative change of the HHF1 and the HTB1

promoter from histone-like to actin-like, both with flow cytometry (Figs. 3.19 & 3.21)

and with RT-qPCR (Fig. 3.22), two independent experimental methods. Those results

confirm the predictions of the minimal model (Fig. 3.17), namely that reducing the

initiation rate k
p
on of the promoter of interest will eventually shift its behaviour from

histone-like towards actin-like. This reinforces the hypothesis that the coupling of histone

mRNA and protein concentrations to gene copy number is an inherent property of the

histone promoters.

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
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Figure 3.22: Reducing the strength of a histone promoter shifts its behaviour

from histone-like to actin-like, as shown by RT-qPCR in haploid and diploid

cells. V DP of mCitrine in non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid (blue filled

circles) and diploid (green open squares) cells (upper panel) and mCitrine mRNA con-

centration at 60 fL in diploids compared to the concentration in haploids (bottom panel)

for HTB1 and HHF1 promoter truncations driving mCitrine expression. Concentrations

were estimated from the linear fit to the dependence of concentration on cell volume,

V DP s were determined as the slope of the linear fit. Error bars in the upper panel show

the standard error of the V DP . Error bars in the bottom panel indicate the 2.5- and

97.5-percentiles around the median concentration ratio, determined from 10000 bootstrap

samples. Linear fits were performed through the following numbers of biological repli-

cates: n
HT B1prom
300bp, diploid = n

HHF 1prom
450bp, haploid = n

HHF 1prom
450bp, diploid = n

HHF 1prom
300bp, diploid = 12, n

HT B1prom
300bp, haploid = 16,

n
HT B1prom
450bp, haploid = 15, n

HHF 1prom
300bp, haploid = 11.

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000002632
https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000000213
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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3.7 Cell cycle dependent production of histone tran-

scripts

3.7.1 S-phase duration does not decrease for larger cells

So far, the experiments performed show that for mCitrine transcripts expressed from

histone promoters, mean concentrations in asynchronous bulk populations decrease with

mean cell volume and increase with cell ploidy (ch. 3.4). Additionally, they also confirm

the model predictions (ch. 3.5) by showing that it is possible to change this behaviour

through reduction of the promoter strength and make the histone promoters behave like

an actin promoter (ch. 3.6).

Up to this point, I considered this to be solely due to the inherent property of histone pro-

moters to synthesise transcripts at a constant and cell volume independent rate. However,

it is known that the production of histones in budding yeast is linked to DNA replication,

and is not uniform during the cell cycle. In fact, the production of histones is restricted

to the late G1- and S-phase of the cell cycle [Eriksson et al., 2012]. It has also been

shown that the histone promoters alone are sufficient to increase the expression of histone

transcripts during S-phase [Osley et al., 1986, Eriksson et al., 2011]. Thus, the observed

decrease of mean mCitrine transcript concentrations with mean cell volume could have

two possible explanations:

The first possibility would be that the duration of S-phase is not affected by cell volume,

i.e. that smaller and bigger cells express histones for the same amount of time. If histone

promoters synthesised transcripts at a constant and cell volume independent rate, this

would indeed lead to decreasing transcript concentrations with increasing cell volume.

However, a second possibility would be that the duration of S-phase is affected by cell vol-

ume, and that bigger cells express histones for a shorter time period. In bulk populations

this would lead to a decrease in the fraction of mCitrine expressing cells as a function of

cell volume. Again assuming a constant and cell volume independent transcription rate,

this would also result in a decrease of mean mCitrine concentration with increasing mean

cell volume.

https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
https://www.fpbase.org/protein/mcitrine/
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In order to determine which of those possible explanations applies, I performed live-cell

fluorescence microscopy (ch. 2.3) on all full histone promoter constructs investigated so

far. In detail, I measured the mCitrine fluorescence expressed from either the HTB1,

HTB2 or HHF1 promoter as a function of time in inducible-Whi5 diploid single cells.

This allowed me to quantify the synthesis of mCitrine as a function of time (ch. 2.3.5) in

single cells. First, I observe that the synthesis of mCitrine exhibits a peak in production,

right after bud emergence (Fig 3.23). This roughly corresponds to S-phase and confirms

that the HTB1, HTB2 and HHF1 promoter restrict the production of mCitrine to this

period.
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Figure 3.23: Additional histone promoters express mCitrine in a cell cycle de-

pendent manner, as shown by live-cell fluorescence microscopy. (a -c) mCitrine

synthesis rate measured during the first cell cycle of new-born inducible-Whi5 diploid

cells, when expressed from an additional HTB1 (a), HTB2 (b) or HHF1 (c) promoter.

Traces represent the mean of the moving averages over 3 frames of the single cell traces

and are shown for the time span during which at least 10 single cell traces were included

in the average. All traces are aligned at the time of first bud emergence (t = 0).

In addition, I quantified the cell volume of single cells from the phase contrast images

(ch. 2.3.2), and the duration of the mCitrine production period (ch. 2.3.3). For all

three promoters investigated, I do not observe a relevant decrease in the duration of the

mCitrine production period as a function of cell volume (Fig. 3.24).

Those results highlight that the observed decrease of mean transcript concentrations with

increasing mean cell volume of asynchronous bulk populations is not a result of a decrease

in S-phase duration in larger cells. Rather, they support the idea that the decrease of

transcript concentrations is already established during S-phase, as a result of cell volume
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independent transcription rates.
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Figure 3.24: Duration of S-phase expression of additional histone promoters

remain unchanged over cell volume. (a - c) Duration of mCitrine production period,

determined by live-cell fluorescence microscopy, shown as a function of the cell volume

at bud emergence for a inducible-Whi5 diploid strain carrying an additional HTB1 (a),

HTB2 (b) or HHF1 (c) promoter driving mCitrine expression. Solid lines show linear fits

to the data, dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals of the fit. Slopes of the

fit are stated with respective standard error.

3.7.2 Decrease of histone-promoter-mediated transcript concen-

trations is achieved during S-phase

As a next step I wanted to verify whether the decrease of transcript concentrations with

increasing cell volume is indeed already achieved during S-phase. In other words, I wanted

to confirm whether I observe a decrease of transcript concentration as a function of cell

volume, when focusing only at cells in S-phase.

To do this, I asked the help of a colleague (Dimitra Chatzitheodoridou), who performed

single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH, ch. 2.6) on inducible-Whi5

diploid cells carrying one additional HTB1, HTB2, or HHF1 promoter driving mCitrine

expression. As a comparison, she also investigated cells carrying an additional ACT1

promoter driving mCitrine expression. This way, smFISH allows counting of mCitrine

mRNA molecules expressed by either the histone promoter or the ACT1 promoter in single

cells (Fig. 3.25a). At the same time, bright-field microscopy can be used to determine

the cell volume. Additionally, staining the nuclear DNA with DAPI in order to visualise

the nucleus allowed me to classify cells into G1, S, or G2/M-phase. Thus, I could put the
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mCitrine mRNA concentrations within the cells in relation to their volume, and focus on

S-phase cells.
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Figure 3.25: Illustration of the smFISH experiments. (a) Quasar®-670-labelled

probes were used to count mCitrine mRNA spots in inducible-Whi5 diploid cells carrying

an additional promoter driving mCitrine expression. DAPI-staining of nuclear DNA and

bright-field microscopy were used to classify cells as G1, S, or G2/M-phase and to estimate

cell volumes. Multiple images were taken per condition and at least two independent

biological replicates were measured on different days. Example images show maximum

intensity z-projections of diploid cells carrying an additional HTB1 promoter; contrast was

adjusted for visualisation. (b) Results of control experiments on inducible-Whi5 diploid

cells carrying no additional promoter driving mCitrine expression. mRNA concentration,

estimated as the number of spots detected with smFISH in the whole cell including the

bud and divided by the cell volume, shown as a function of the cell area ratio (cell area

of the bud divided by the cell area of the mother cell).

First, I made sure that this experimental design indeed allowed me to specifically count

mCitrine mRNA molecules, by performing the experiments on cells of a wild-type strain

not carrying any additional promoter driving mCitrine expression. Fig. 3.25b shows that

some minimal background signal is present in the cells, resulting in a small background

concentration. However, this concentration was much smaller than for cells carrying

a promoter driving the expression of mCitrine. Thus, I decided to neglect the weak

background signal for further experiments.

Then, I analysed the cell cycle dependent expression of mCitrine transcripts driven by
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the histone promoters by visualising the mCitrine concentrations in cells in dependence

of the cell cycle stage of the cell (Fig. 3.26).
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Figure 3.26: Additional histone promoters express mCitrine in a cell cycle de-

pendent manner, as shown by smFISH. (a - d) mCitrine mRNA concentration in

G1-, S- or G2/M-phases, estimated as the number of mRNA spots detected with smFISH

in the whole cell including the bud and divided by the cell volume, for inducible-Whi5

diploid cells expressing mCitrine from an additional HTB1 (a), HTB2 (b), HHF1 (c) or

ACT1 (d) promoter. Coloured boxes highlight the 25- and 75-percentiles, whiskers extend

to ±2.7σ of the distributions, and coloured crosses highlight outliers. Black, horizontal

lines indicate the median between single cells for nG1 = 158, nS = 69, nG2M = 57 (a),

nG1 = 77, nS = 49, nG2M = 25 (b), nG1 = 113, nS = 48, nG2M = 21 (c), and nG1 = 151,

nS = 48, nG2M = 38 (d), with notches indicating the 95% confidence interval. Significance

was tested using a two-tailed, two-sample t-test at a confidence level α = 0.05, where

applicable (between G1- and S-phase cells for (b), between all populations for (c) & (d)),

or a Kruskal-Wallis test at a confidence level α = 0.05 otherwise; ⋆⋆⋆
p < 0.001

Consistent with the results obtained from live-cell fluorescence microscopy, I observe a

peak of mCitrine concentration in S-phase cells, for all three histone promoters inves-

tigated (3.26a, 3.26b & 3.26c). In contrast, for the ACT1 promoter driving mCitrine
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expression, I do not observe such a peak in mCitrine concentration (Fig. 3.26d), which

is expected for a housekeeping gene such as ACT1. Again, this confirms that the histone

promoters are sufficient to drive the cell cycle dependent synthesis of transcripts.

Lastly, I determined the behaviour of mCitrine mRNA concentrations as a function of

cell volume, focusing only on cells in S-phase. All three histone promoters investigated

(HTB1, HTB2, and HHF1 promoter) lead to a significant decrease of mCitrine mRNA

concentrations with increasing cell volume (Figs. 3.27a, 3.27b & 3.27c). In contrast, when

mCitrine is driven by the ACT1 promoter, the mCitrine concentration stays constant as

a function of cell volume (Fig. 3.27d), as expected.
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Figure 3.27: Cell-cycle-dependence of histone promoter does not account for

the cell volume dependence of transcript concentrations, as shown by single-

molecule FISH. (a - d) mCitrine mRNA concentration in S-phase cells of inducible-Whi5

diploid strains, expressed from an additional HTB1 (a), HTB2 (b), HHF1 (c), or mCitrine

(d) promoter, shown as a function of cell volume in a double logarithmic plot. Solid lines

show linear fits to the double logarithmic data, dashed lines represent the 95% confidence

intervals of the fit. V DP s were determined as the slope of the fit, with respective standard

error.

In summary, those results confirm that the histone promoters are sufficient to drive the
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cell cycle dependent regulation of transcripts by limiting their expression to S-phase. In

addition, the results also highlight that the distinct regulation of histone transcripts with

cell volume is established by the histone promoters during S-phase. Again, this reinforces

the hypothesis that the coupling of histone transcript to gene copy number, and not to

cell volume, is an intrinsic property of the histone promoters themselves.

3.7.3 Cell cycle dependent regulation is not disrupted in histone

promoter truncations

As described in chapter 3.6, it is possible to change the behaviour of a histone promoter

towards that of an actin-like promoter by reducing the strength of the promoter. Exper-

imentally, I achieved this by truncating the HTB1 and HHF1 promoters from the 5’ end

into increasingly shorter fragments. The observed switch in histone promoter behaviour

coincides with the partial loss of the UAS elements within the promoters (Fig. 3.20). As

discussed in chapter 1, those UAS elements are binding sites for Spt10, which activates

histone expression in S-phase [Eriksson et al., 2011]. It is plausible that the shortening

of histone promoters and the partial loss of the UAS elements lead to a disruption in

the cell cycle dependent expression of the histone promoter truncations. Therefore, the

observed switch in histone promoter behaviour could be a direct effect of such a possible

disruption, and not a result of the reduction in promoter strength.

In order to test whether such a disruption is indeed responsible for the switch in his-

tone promoter behaviour, I performed live-cell fluorescence microscopy experiments on

inducible-Whi5 diploid cells carrying the additional HTB1 and HHF1 promoter trunca-

tions. Again, this allowed me to quantify the mCitrine synthesis as a function of time,

and to determine the duration of mCitrine production period on a single cell level. As

expected from the results obtained with flow cytometry (Fig. 3.19), the total mCitrine

intensity is strongly reduced in the 300 bp truncations, both for the HTB1 and the HHF1

promoter. But, when compared to the respective full promoter and 450 bp truncation,

both HTB1 and HHF1 300 bp truncations still show a clear peak in mCitrine synthesis

(Figs. 3.28a & 3.28d). Additionally, for all histone promoter truncations investigated, the
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duration of S-phase is not affected by cell volume (Figs. 3.28b, 3.28c & 3.28e, 3.28f).

The 300 bp truncations of the HTB1 and the HHF1 promoters seem to have a small effect

on the level and the exact timing of mCitrine expression. However, the qualitative cell

cycle dependence still remains intact. Thus, this suggests that the observed switch in

histone promoter behaviour (ch. 3.6) is indeed a result of reducing the strength of the

promoter, and not an effect caused by a disruption in the cell cycle regulation.
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Figure 3.28: Change in behaviour of truncated histone promoter is not due to

a disruption of the cell cycle dependence, as shown by live-cell fluorescence

microscopy. (a & d) mCitrine synthesis rate measured during the first cell cycle of new-

born inducible-Whi5 diploid cells, when expressed from HTB1 (a) or HHF1 (d) promoter

truncations. Traces represent the mean of the moving averages over 3 frames of the single

cell traces and are shown for the time span during which at least 10 single cell traces were

included in the average. All traces are aligned at the time of first bud emergence (t = 0)

and normalised to the maximum mean value of mCitrine synthesis for the full promoter.

(b - c & e - f) Duration of mCitrine production period shown as a function of the cell

volume at bud emergence for an inducible-Whi5 diploid strain carrying an additional 450

bp HTB1 (b) or 300 bp HTB1 (c), and an additional 450 bp HHF1 (e) or 300 bp HHF1

(f) promoter truncation driving mCitrine expression. Solid lines show linear fits to the

data, dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals of the fit. Slopes of the fit are

stated with respective standard error.
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In order to further confirm that the switch in promoter behaviour is indeed caused by a

change in expression during S-phase rather than a change in the cell cycle dependence, I

included smFISH measurements and focused on the 450 bp and 300 bp truncations of the

HTB1 promoter. Again, I asked Dimitra Chatzitheodoridou for help and she performed

the smFISH experiments. This allowed me to quantify the mCitrine concentrations as a

function of cell volume in S-phase cells.

I find that both promoter truncations show a peak of mCitrine expression during S-phase

(3.29a & 3.29c), which is consistent with the results obtained by live-cell fluorescence

microscopy (Fig. 3.28). Again, this shows that the histone promoter truncations do

not drastically impact on the cell cycle dependent expression of transcripts driven by

the histone promoters. Additionally, I also find that the mCitrine concentration signifi-

cantly decreases with cell volume for the 450 bp HTB1 promoter truncation (Fig. 3.29b).

However, I do not find such a significant decrease in mCitrine concentration for the 300

bp truncation (Fig. 3.29d). This confirms a switch in the histone promoter behaviour

towards an actin-like behaviour.

To summarise, I found that the histone promoter truncations might have a small impact

on the exact timing of the cell cycle dependent regulation of transcript concentrations

(Fig. 3.28). However, the cell cycle dependence is clearly not disrupted for any of the

investigated histone promoter truncations. In addition, I was able to confirm the switch

of the HTB1 promoter from a histone-like behaviour towards an actin-like behaviour with

smFISH (Fig. 3.29). Thus, while the exact cell cycle regulation of histone transcripts

might play a role in the coupling of histone concentrations to gene copy number, and not

to cell volume, it is likely not the main regulatory mechanism.
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Figure 3.29: Change in behaviour of truncated histone promoters is not due to

a disruption of the cell cycle dependence, as shown by smFISH(a & c) mCitrine

mRNA concentration in G1-, S- or G2/M-phases, estimated as the number of mRNA

spots detected with smFISH in the whole cell including the bud and divided by the cell

volume, measured for inducible-Whi5 diploid cells expressing mCitrine from an additional

450 bp (a) or 300 bp (c) HTB1 promoter truncation. Coloured boxes highlight the 25-

and 75-percentiles, whiskers extend to ±2.7σ of the distributions and coloured crosses

highlight outliers. Black, horizontal lines indicate the median between single cells for

nG1 = 160, nS = 54, nG2M = 66 (a), and nG1 = 131, nS = 52, nG2M = 55 (c), with notches

indicating the 95% confidence interval. Significance was tested using a Kruskal-Wallis

test at a confidence level α = 0.05; ⋆⋆⋆
p < 0.001. (b & d) mCitrine mRNA concentration

in S-phase cells, expressed from an additional 450 bp (b) or 300 bp (d) HTB1 promoter

truncation, shown as a function of cell volume in a double logarithmic plot. Solid lines

show linear fits to the double logarithmic data, dashed lines represent the 95% confidence

intervals of the fit. V DP s were determined as the slope of the fit, with respective standard

error.
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3.8 Taking a closer look at degradation and tran-

scriptional feedback

3.8.1 Degradation of mRNA through the nuclear exosome might

play a role for the accurate cell volume dependence of hi-

stone transcript concentrations

Up to now, I have assumed that the regulation of transcript concentrations through the

histone promoter is solely given by a constant transcription rate which is independent

of cell volume or ploidy. I considered this to be an inherent property of the histone

promoters and did not take possible regulations through transcript or protein degradation

into account. In ch. 3.2 and 3.3, I showed that in diploid cells with only one HTB2 allele,

the concentrations of HTB2 transcripts and proteins are reduced compared to wild-type

diploid cells. This highlighted the absence of direct feedback mechanisms sensing and

controlling the concentration of Htb2 with cell volume and was part of the reason I

neglected the possible effects of transcriptional feedback mechanisms or degradation.

However, as described in chapter 1 histones are subject to various layers of regulation

in order to ensure appropriate histone homeostasis within cells. For example, histone

accumulation in rad53Δ budding yeast cells is known to be lethal [Gunjan and Verreault,

2003]. Thus, excess histones are actively degraded by the proteasome and this degradation

process is likely mediated by Rad53, a DNA damage response kinase. Another mechanism

that could possibly be involved in the regulation of histone transcript concentrations

with cell volume is the degradation of mRNA through the nuclear exosome. In budding

yeast, RRP6 encodes for a component of the nuclear exosome exonuclease [Canavan and

Bond, 2007, Beggs et al., 2012]. Thus, in order to test whether degradation from the 3’

end through the nuclear exosome is important for the regulation of histone transcript

concentrations, I worked with rrp6Δ strains.

I performed RT-qPCR measurements (ch. 2.4) on bulk cell populations of non-inducible-

Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 rrp6Δ strains, and induced the cell populations with 10 nM
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and 30 nM β-estradiol. At the same time, I measured the cell volume distributions using

a Coulter Counter (ch. 2.2.3). This allowed me to calculate the mean mRNA concentra-

tions of representative histone genes (HTB1, HTB2, HHF1, HHO1) as a function of mean

cell volume of the populations. As described in chapter 3.3, I normalised all mRNA con-

centrations on RDN18, and I also included the housekeeping gene ACT1 as a comparison.

I then determined the V DP of each gene and compared it to the V DP measured earlier

(Fig. 3.8) in wild-type strains carrying no deletion (Fig. 3.30).
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Figure 3.30: Summary of V DP s for rrp6Δ strain. (a) V DP s were determined as the

slopes of the linear fits to the double logarithmic dependence of concentration on cell vol-

ume (fit through n
rrp6∆
ACT 1 = n

rrp6∆
HT B1 = n

rrp6∆
HT B2 = n

rrp6∆
HHF 1 = n

rrp6∆
HHO1 = 17 biological replicates).

Error bars indicate the standard error of the V DP s. Significant V DP deviation from the

wild-type V DP (carrying no deletion) was tested using linear regressions; ⋆⋆⋆
p < 0.001. (b

- e) Relative mRNA concentrations (normalized on RDN18 ) for inducible-Whi5 and non-

inducible-Whi5 haploid cells over mean cell volume, shown in double logarithmic plots.

Data corresponding to the rrp6Δ cells are highlighted in blue for the different conditions

(diamonds for non-inducible, left-pointing triangles for 0 nM, up-pointing triangles for

10 nM, and right-pointing triangles for 30 nM). Lines show the linear fits to the double

logarithmic data. Grey dashed lines correspond to the linear fit for the wild-type cells,

carrying no deletion.

First, I find that the V DP of ACT1 is not affected by the deletion of RRP6. Additionally,
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all measured histone genes still display a negative V DP in the rrp6Δ cells. However, for

all measured histone genes, the V DP significantly differs from the wild-type V DP and is

comparably more negative. In fact, most of the histone genes have a V DP of around -2

in the rrp6Δ cells, meaning that the decrease of histone transcript concentration with cell

volume is much stronger when deleting RRP6. Interestingly, histone transcript concen-

trations in rrp6Δ cells are mostly increased when compared to wild-type concentrations,

but only at smaller cell volumes (Fig. 3.30b - 3.30e).

Thus, those results highlight that mRNA degradation through the nuclear exosome is

probably not needed for the decrease of histone transcript concentrations with increasing

cell volume. However, it might play a role in order to achieve the correct dependence

on cell volume and keep constant amounts as a function of cell volume. In addition, the

results suggest that the degradation rate of mRNA might not be the same in small and

big cells, and could possibly be dependent on cell volume. This has also been suggested

in other recent studies [Mena et al., 2017,Swaffer et al., 2021b].

3.8.2 Transcriptional feedback involving HIR complex is not

necessary for cell volume dependence of histone transcript

concentrations

As mentioned above, excess histones are not only subject to active degradation. Other

mechanisms of regulation also make sure that histone genes are expressed at the right

time during the cell cycle. Specifically, upon replication stress, all core histone gene

pairs, excluding the HTA2-HTB2 pair, are subject to negative feedback regulation on

the transcript level [Eriksson et al., 2012, Libuda and Winston, 2010]. As suggested by

various studies, this negative feedback regulation is likely mediated by the HIR complex

and depends on HIR1 and RTT106 [Fillingham et al., 2009,Feser et al., 2010,Zunder and

Rine, 2012]. Thus, I wanted to investigate whether any feedback mechanisms involving

the HIR complex might play a role in the decrease of histone transcript concentrations

with increasing cell volume.

Similarly to the measurements described above, I performed RT-qPCR (ch. 2.4) on popu-
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lations of hir1Δ and rtt106Δ cells, determined the mean mRNA concentrations of selected

histone genes (HTB1, HTB2, HHF1, HHO1) and ACT1, and measured cell volume dis-

tributions with a Coulter Counter (ch. 2.2.3). Again, this allowed me to determine the

V DP of each gene and compared it to the V DP measured earlier (Fig. 3.8) in wild-type

strains carrying no deletion (Fig. 3.31).
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Figure 3.31: Summary of V DP s for deletion strains. V DP of hir1Δ (a) and rtt106Δ

(b) deletion strains. V DP s were determined as the slopes of the linear fits to the double

logarithmic dependence of concentration on cell volume (fit through n
hir1∆
ACT 1 = n

hir1∆
HT B2 =

n
hir1∆
HHF 1 = n

hir1∆
HHO1 = 30, n

hir1∆
HT B1 = 28 (a), and n

rtt106∆
ACT 1 = n

rtt106∆
HT B1 = n

rtt106∆
HT B2 = n

rtt106∆
HHF 1 = 12,

n
rtt106∆
HHO1 = 11 (b) biological replicates). Error bars indicate the standard error of the

V DP s. Significant V DP deviation from the "wild-type" (carrying no deletion) V DP was

tested using linear regressions; ⋆
p < 0.05

The V DP of ACT1 remains unaffected by both the deletion of HIR1 and RTT106. In

addition, all histone genes investigated in both the hir1Δ and the rtt106Δ cells still have

negative V DP s of around −1, and are not significantly different than the wild-type V DP s.

Only the V DP of HTB1 in the hir1Δ is significantly less negative, and the V DP of HHF1

in the rtt106Δ is significantly more negative.

This means that the histone transcript concentrations still decrease as a function of cell

volume, even when deleting HIR1 or RTT106. For most of the histone genes investigated,

this decrease in concentration with c ≈ 1/V still corresponds to keeping constant amounts

as a function of cell volume. Thus, in general, neither Hir1 nor Rtt106 seem to play an

essential role in the regulation of histone transcript concentrations with cell volume. In

fact, those results support the idea that the coupling of histone concentrations to gene

copy number, and not to cell volume, is an intrinsic property of the histone promoters,
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not requiring HIR-dependent feedback mechanisms on the transcript level.

3.8.3 Transcriptional feedback might contribute to the cell vol-

ume dependent regulation by the HTB1 promoter

Those additional experiments, and all experiments performed so far, suggest that histone

promoters achieve a coupling of histones to genome content by a constant transcription

rate, which is independent of cell volume and gene copy number. However, during the

analyses of the experiments one additional question opened up. In ch. 3.6, I have shown

that decreasing the promoter strength of either the HTB1 or the HHF1 promoter can shift

their behaviour (V DP ≈ −1, cdiploid

chaploid
≈ 1) towards an actin-like behaviour (V DP ≈ 0,

cdiploid

chaploid
≈ 0.5), as was predicted by the minimal model (ch. 3.5). For both promoters,

this shift in behaviour happens between the 450 bp and 350 bp truncation, coinciding

with the partial loss of the upstream activating sequences (UAS). In the case of the

HTB1 promoter though, the section lost for the 300 bp truncation also includes the

NEG element [Osley, 1991,Mariño-Ramírez et al., 2006] (Fig. 3.20, left). For the HHF1

promoter, the NEG element is already lost in the 450 bp truncation (Fig. 3.20, right).

As described in chapter 1, the NEG element is necessary for the HIR-complex-dependent

negative feedback mechanism on transcription [Osley and Lycan, 1987].

The results obtained on the HTB1 promoter with live-cell fluorescence microscopy and

smFISH (ch. 3.7) suggest that the decrease of transcript concentrations is not due to a

change in the duration of S-phase as a function of cell volume. However, if some kind of

transcriptional feedback mechanism sensing the amount of histone proteins acts uniformly

throughout S-phase, it could still play a role in the regulation of histone concentrations

with cell volume. Even though the experiments described above (ch. 3.8.2) suggest that

HIR-complex-mediated feedback is not necessary for the regulation of histone transcript

concentrations, the V DP calculated for HTB1 in hir1Δ cells was the only one significantly

changed towards 0, when compared to the V DP in wild-type strains (Fig. 3.31a). Some

kind of HIR-complex-mediated feedback might have a stronger effect on the promoter

alone. Thus, the loss of the NEG element in the 300 bp truncation of the HTB1 promoter
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could lead to the disruption of a possible negative feedback regulation. This might be the

reason for the observed switch to actin-like behaviour, and not the reduction in promoter

strength.

In order to investigate whether the NEG element is important for the regulation of tran-

scripts through the HTB1 promoter, I deleted HIR1 in non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-

Whi5 haploid strains already carrying the additional HTB1 promoter driving the expres-

sion of mCitrine. As a control, I also deleted HIR1 in haploid strains carrying the ad-

ditional HTB2 promoter. Since the HTB2 promoter does not include an NEG element,

HTB2 is likely not subject to a HIR-complex-dependent regulation. Again, I performed

RT-qPCR (ch. 2.4) measurements on cell populations of different mean cell volumes and

determined the V DP of selected genes (ACT1, HTB1, HTB2, mCitrine, and HTA1 for

the HTB1 promoter or HTA2 for the HTB2 promoter). Then, I compared the V DP s ob-

tained in the hir1Δ cells to the V DP s obtained in cells carrying the additional promoters

but where HIR1 was not deleted (Fig. 3.32).

Similar to the results obtained previously (Fig. 3.31a), the V DP of endogenous HTB1 is

again significantly shifted to less negative values upon deletion of HIR1 (Fig. 3.32a). In

addition, the V DP of mCitrine, driven by the additional HTB1 promoter, is drastically

shifted towards 0, when compared to the "wild-type" cells only carrying the additional

HTB1 promoter without deleting HIR1. Thus, deleting HIR1 seems to have a stronger

effect on the V DP of transcripts driven by the HTB1 promoter than on the V DP of the

complete endogenous HTB1 gene.

However, I also observe a significant shift towards 0 in the V DP of mCitrine driven by

the HTB2 promoter (Fig. 3.32b). Because of the lack of an NEG element in the HTB2

promoter, I would have expected that the deletion of HIR1 does not have an impact on

the V DP of mCitrine driven by the HTB2 promoter. Thus, the observed effect on the

HTB1 promoter could indeed mean that some kind of HIR-complex-mediated feedback

mechanism does play a role in the regulation of HTB1 transcript concentrations. Then,

the switch of histone-like to actin-like behaviour observed for the 300 bp HTB1 promoter

truncation (ch. 3.6) could be due to the loss of the NEG element. But, I can not exclude
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Figure 3.32: HIR1-dependent regulation on the transcript level might con-

tribute to the cell volume dependence of histone expression. (a & b) Sum-

mary of V DP s for non-inducible-Whi5 and inducible-Whi5 haploid strains carrying an

additional HTB1 promoter (a) or an additional HTB2 promoter (b) driving mCitrine

expression (grey circles), and hir1Δ cells (blue triangles) in the same background, deter-

mined by RT-qPCR for mCitrine, HTA1/HTA2, HTB1, HTB2 and mCitrine. V DP s were

determined as the slope of the linear fit to the double logarithmic dependence of concen-

tration on cell volume (fit through n
hir1∆
ACT 1 = n

hir1∆
HT B1 = n

hir1∆
mCitrine = n

W T
ACT 1 = n

W T
mCitrine = 18,

n
hir1∆
HT A1 = n

hir1∆
HT B2 = n

W T
HT A1 = n

W T
HT B2 = 12, n

W T
HT B1 = 17 (a), and n = 18 (b) biological

replicates). Error bars indicate the standard error of the slope. Deviation of the V DP

from that of the ‘wild-type’ (carrying no deletion) was tested using linear regressions;
⋆⋆

p < 0.01, ⋆⋆⋆
p < 0.001.

that the observed behaviour of the HTB1 and HTB2 promoter upon deletion of HIR1 are

a result of some indirect effect due to the deletion. In addition, if the loss of the NEG

element were responsible for the switch of behaviour in the HTB1 promoter, it could still

not explain the switch in the HHF1 promoter. There, the NEG element is already lost in

the 450 bp truncation, which still exhibits histone-like behaviour.

In summary, it seems that the exact regulation of histones with cell volume and gene

copy number might be achieved by a combination of constant transcription rate and

possible layers of transcriptional feedback sensing and degradation. However, those exact

mechanisms might differ for each promoter since the NEG element, for example, is not

part of all histone promoters. Different histones being subject to different mechanisms of

regulation would not be that surprising, as for example dosage compensation is also only
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known to happen for the HTA1-HTB1 gene pair [Norris and Osley, 1987, Moran et al.,

1990,Cross and Smith, 1988].

3.8.4 HTB1 promoter does not show dosage compensation upon

deletion of HTB2

As a last and additional experiment, I wanted to investigate whether the HTB1 promoter

alone is already sufficient to drive the dosage compensation when deleting HTB2, as

observed earlier for the endogenous HTB1 (Fig. 3.10c). In an older study, it has been

reported that a HTB1 promoter construct containing the N-terminus of the HTB1 open

reading frame (ORF) was enough to exhibit dosage compensation upon deletion of the full

HTA2-HTB2 locus [Moran et al., 1990]. Here, however, the HTB1 promoter construct does

not include the N-terminus of the ORF, and I only deleted HTB2 in the non-inducible-

Whi5 haploid strain carrying the additional HTB1 promoter driving mCitrine expression.

I then performed RT-qPCR (ch. 2.4) and quantified the mean mRNA concentrations of

HTB1 and mCitrine in "wild-type" cells carrying the additional HTB1 promoter and in

htb2Δ cells in the same background (Fig. 3.33).

Again, I find that the concentration of endogenous HTB1 is significantly increased upon

deletion of HTB2 (Fig. 3.33a). Surprisingly, and in contrast to what has been observed

in the study by Moran et. al. [Moran et al., 1990], I do not observe a significant increase

of mCitrine transcript concentration (Fig. 3.33b). This might be due to the fact that the

HTB1 N-terminus of the ORF is needed in order to drive dosage compensation through

the promoter. Or, maybe the deletion of HTB2 alone is not sufficient, and the whole

HTA2-HTB2 locus needs to be deleted in order to induce dosage compensation through

the HTB1 promoter.
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Figure 3.33: Relative HTB1 (a) and mCitrine (b) mRNA concentrations (normalised on

RDN18 ) for a "wild-type" non-inducible-Whi5 haploid strain carrying an additional HTB1

promoter driving mCitrine expression, and a htb2Δ in the same background, measured

by RT-qPCR. Concentrations are normalised on the respective median concentration in

the "wild-type". Biological replicates are represented as coloured data points, coloured

boxes highlight the 25- and 75-percentiles and whiskers extend to the minimum and the

maximum of the distributions. Black, horizontal lines indicate the median of the biological

replicates, notches indicate the 95% confidence interval. Significance was tested using a

two-tailed, two-sample t-test at a confidence level α = 0.05; ⋆⋆⋆
p < 0.001.
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Chapter 4

Discussion and Outlook

4.1 Overall discussion

4.1.1 Histone protein and mRNA concentrations decrease with

increasing cell volume, and increase with gene copy num-

ber

This thesis started with the question of how cells could achieve to uncouple the production

of histones from cell volume, and couple it to genomic DNA instead, even though the

global biosynthesis of cells increases with cell volume. Thus, the aim of this thesis was

to investigate the regulation of histones with cell volume and genome content, and gain

insights into the molecular mechanisms involved in this regulation.

Using budding yeast as a model organism, I showed that histone protein concentrations

decrease with increasing cell volume and are coupled to their gene copy number (ch. 3.2).

Additionally, I showed that this regulation is already achieved at the transcript level (ch.

3.3). This finding has recently been confirmed by another study on budding yeast by

RNA-seq analysis of cell populations with different mean cell volumes [Swaffer et al.,

2021a]. In that study, the different mean cell volumes of the populations were achieved

by first using centrifugal elutriation in order to recover cells in G1-phase. Then, cells were

arrested in G1-phase, and subsequently released after increasing amounts of time spent

in the G1 arrest. Thus, using another experimental technique and a different strategy

to obtain cell populations of different mean cell volumes, the authors confirm one of the
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central findings of this thesis, namely, that histone mRNA concentrations decrease with

increasing cell volume. Moreover, another recent study on human lung fibroblasts also

shows similar results [Lanz et al., 2021]. By performing triple-SILAC proteomics and

determining the cell volume dependent behaviour of protein concentrations, the authors

find that the concentrations of all 17 histone variants of humans decrease with increasing

cell volume. This suggests that the regulation of histone concentrations with cell volume

is conserved in human cells, and thus might be conserved across most eukaryotic cells.

4.1.2 Histone promoters are sufficient for regulation of histone

concentrations

Having established how histone proteins and mRNA concentrations behave in relation to

cell volume and gene copy number, I then showed that the histone promoters alone are

sufficient to drive this regulation of their transcripts (ch. 3.4). I also showed that this

regulation is not a result of the cell cycle dependent production of histones (ch. 3.7), and

that transcriptional feedback and degradation mechanisms are likely not needed for it

(ch. 3.8). This indicates that the decrease of histone concentrations with cell volume and

increase with gene copy number is probably an intrinsic property of the histone promoters

themselves.

4.1.3 Mathematical model for the dependence of transcription

rates on cell volume and ploidy

In order to understand the general increase of cellular biosynthesis with cell volume,

the literature has been discussing the idea of a limiting factor of the transcriptional

machinery modulating genome wide transcription [Zhurinsky et al., 2010,Marguerat and

Bähler, 2012, Padovan-Merhar et al., 2015, Lin and Amir, 2018, Heldt et al., 2018, Sun

et al., 2020]. The general understanding is that the availability of the transcriptional

machinery is limited by one single component, and that it’s being titrated against the

genome. This means that the transcriptional machinery gets distributed over all available
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gene promoters within the genome, depending on its availability. Since the amount of

transcriptional machinery increases with cell volume [Marguerat and Bähler, 2012], larger

cells will therefore be able to produce more mRNA transcripts. This allows cells to keep

constant concentrations of most transcripts with increasing cell volume. However, since

every promoter has to compete for this limiting component, increasing the total number

of promoters will result in a decrease of produced mRNA transcripts per promoter. This

is in accordance with the fact that most protein concentrations are similar in diploid and

haploid cells of same volume [Wu et al., 2010,Lin and Amir, 2018,Sun et al., 2020]: The

produced mRNA transcript concentration per promoter is reduced in diploids, but since

each gene promoter is present as two copies, the total mRNA transcript concentration is

similar to the one in haploids, where each gene promoter is only present as one copy.

Following the general idea, and to better understand the different behaviour of histone

promoters, I introduced a minimal mathematical model (ch. 3.5), similar to other models

proposed in the literature [Heldt et al., 2018, Sun et al., 2020]. It describes promoters

as single binding sites for the transcriptional machinery, and distinguishes between the

general pool of promoters and a promoter of interest. This simple model, which is not

taking potential transcriptional feedback or degradation into account, is sufficient to pre-

dict the behaviour of histone promoters and other promoters. For promoters having a

higher initiation rate than the general pool (higher binding affinity to the transcriptional

machinery), it predicts a decrease of transcript concentrations with increasing cell volume

and an increase of concentration with ploidy. This describes the behaviour of transcripts

driven by histone promoters, as demonstrated in this thesis (ch. 3.4), and is achieved by

a constant cell-volume- and ploidy-independent transcription rate. On the other hand,

the model also correctly describes the behaviour of most other promoters, and predicts

that the behaviour of a histone promoter could be changed to that of most promoters by

decreasing its initiation rate. In order to test this theoretical prediction, I tried to ex-

perimentally reduce the initiation rate of histone promoters by truncating them from the

5’-end, and then determined the behaviour of transcripts driven by those promoter trun-

cations (ch. 3.6). Indeed, I was able to confirm the theoretical prediction, and change the
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behaviour of two histone promoters towards the behaviour expected for most promoters.

Cell volume

Ploidy

1N
(Haploid)

2N
(Diploid)

limiting component
transcriptional machinery

 ~ volume

histone production
≈ constant

histone
production
increases

kon concentration
decreases

Figure 4.1: Graphical summary. Histone promoters produce histone transcripts at a

constant rate, independent of cell volume or ploidy. Thus, even though the total biosyn-

thetic capacity is linked to cell volume, the concentration of histone proteins decreases

with increasing cell volume, but increases with ploidy.

In summary, I propose a novel mechanism that allows cells to couple the production of

some proteins to cell volume, and the production of other proteins to genome content (fig.

4.1). This mechanism is an intrinsic property of the gene promoters themselves and is

driven by the competition for a limiting component of the transcriptional machinery.

4.2 Outlook

4.2.1 Limitations of the current minimal model

The mathematical model describing the dependence of transcription rates on cell volume

and ploidy introduced during this thesis assumes that some component of the transcrip-

tional machinery is limiting. Strikingly, a recent study investigated potential limiting

components of the transcriptional machinery and identifies the limiting component as the

RNA polymerase II itself [Swaffer et al., 2021b]. However, in contrast to the general un-
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derstanding until now, the authors also introduce a new mechanism that could regulate

genome wide transcription with cell volume. They describe a dynamic equilibrium model,

where the binding of the RNA polymerase II is determined by mass action kinetics and

where RNA polymerase II is not titrated against the genome. This is consistent with

their findings showing that a non-negligible percentage of the polymerase remains un-

bound, and that the amounts of bound RNA polymerase II are not increasing in direct

proportion to cell volume. This would result in a decrease of transcript concentration with

increasing cell volume. Thus, in order to maintain constant concentrations of transcripts,

cells need to increase the mRNA stability with increasing cell volume. Consistent with

this idea it had previously been proposed that mRNA degradation in budding yeast might

be dependent on cell volume [Mena et al., 2017]. Indeed, Swaffer et. al., find that the

mRNA decay rates of MET and GAL genes decrease with increasing cell volume [Swaffer

et al., 2021b].

Even though the simple mechanism I propose is sufficient to explain the behaviour of

histone promoters and most other promoters, it does not take mRNA degradation rates

into account. For histones, transcriptional degradation controlled from the 5’ UTR of

the genes seems to not be responsible for the decrease of concentration with cell volume.

Those regions are part of all promoter truncations investigated, and I still see a switch in

promoter behaviour between the respective truncations (ch. 3.6).

However, it could still be possible that the untranscribed regions of the histone promoters

have an indirect effect on transcriptional degradation through an "imprinting" mechanism,

as has been suggested in a recent study [Catala and Abou Elela, 2019]. I also showed that

degradation through the nuclear exosome exonuclease is not necessary for the decrease

of histone mRNA concentrations (ch. 3.8). But, the minimal model can not explain

why the decrease of histone mRNA concentrations is actually stronger in rrp6Δ cells. In

addition, my results also suggest that mRNA degradation might indeed be dependent on

cell volume.

Lastly, I also demonstrated that direct feedback mechanisms or HIR-mediated feedback

does not seem to be of importance in order to couple histone concentrations to gene copy
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number instead of cell volume (chs. 3.2, 3.3, & 3.8). However, my results on the HTB1

promoter (ch. 3.8) also suggest that some type of transcriptional feedback regulation

could be contributing to the exact regulation of HTB1 transcript concentrations. Thus,

it could well be the case that the exact type of regulation depends on the individual

histone gene, and that degradation mechanisms need to be considered in order to fully

understand how cells can couple histone proteins to genome content, and most other

proteins to cell volume.

4.2.2 Possible further experiments

To gain more insights, it would be of interest to measure the degradation rates of histone

transcripts as a function of cell volume. mRNA synthesis and degradation rates have

previously been measured by using 4-Thiouracil (4tU) metabolic labelling [Miller et al.,

2011,Schulz et al., 2013]. Performing metabolic labelling experiments on cell populations

of different mean cell volumes could help answer whether the degradation of histone

transcripts is dependent on cell volume or not. Additionally, using a combination of

metabolic labelling and RNA-seq could give insights into the cell volume dependence of

genome wide degradation rates.

In order to better understand the regulation of histone concentrations with cell volume

and gene copy number, it will also be of importance to investigate the molecular mech-

anisms involved. For example, revealing which transcription factors or other molecules

bind on the histone promoters, and investigating whether the occupancy is dependent on

cell volume might help to better understand the regulation of histones. A technique devel-

oped by Hamperl, et. al. for budding yeast [Hamperl et al., 2014a,Hamperl et al., 2014b]

could be employed in order to do this. Briefly, this technique is based on site-specific

recombination of DNA and therefore allows for the purification of selected chromoso-

mal domains. Combining this technique with mass spectrometry would allow identifying

which molecules bind on the histone promoters. Again, performing experiments on cell

populations of different mean cell volumes might also answer whether the occupancy of

histone promoters are dependent on cell volume or not.
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4.2.3 Cells need a general mechanism for the regulation of all

protein subsets

To summarise, in order to understand the differential behaviour of histone concentrations

with cell volume and ploidy, I introduced a mathematical model, only taking binding

affinity to the transcriptional machinery into account. This minimal model is enough to

explain how cells can achieve to couple the production of most proteins to cell volume, and

the production of other proteins, such as histones, to genome content instead. However,

the exact regulation of each individual histone gene seems to be more complex than this

model can explain. Possible degradation mechanisms will likely have to be taken into

account in order to fully understand genome wide regulation of proteins with cell volume

and genome content.

In this thesis, I focused on the regulation of histones in budding yeast, since they are

a good model to study a different regulation with cell volume and genome content than

the regulation of most other genes. However, the concentration of other proteins, like the

cell cycle regulators Whi5 in budding yeast or Rb in mammalian cells, have also been

shown to decrease as a function of cell volume [Schmoller et al., 2015,Zatulovskiy et al.,

2020]. Another recent study also suggests that this is the case for a variety of cell cycle

regulators [Chen et al., 2020]. In general, I speculate that the production of most DNA

binding proteins might be decoupled from cell volume, and coupled to genome content

instead, which is in accordance with findings of recent studies [Swaffer et al., 2021a,Lanz

et al., 2021]. In addition, proteins associated with the cell surface are likely also not

produced in direct proportion to cell volume, since the surface area of cells does not

increase in direct proportion to cell volume [Galitski, 1999, Wu et al., 2010, Marguerat

and Bähler, 2012]. Thus, even though the concentration of the majority of proteins might

stay constant as a function of cell volumes, many different protein subgroups might show

a different regulation. It has indeed been shown in a recent study that some protein

subsets exhibit sub-scaling behaviour (decrease of concentration with cell volume) and

others super-scaling (increase of concentration with cell volume) behaviour [Lanz et al.,

2021].

https://www.yeastgenome.org/locus/S000005609
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In general, keeping accurate protein concentrations as a function of cell volume or ploidy

is of crucial importance for the survival of cells [Alberts et al., 2002]. Especially when

subject to drastic changes in cell growth due to environmental changes, differentiation or

development [Conrad et al., 2014,Aiken et al., 2004,Tsichlaki and FitzHarris, 2016], cells

still need to be able to maintain correct protein concentrations. Thus, fully understanding

how cells regulate the production of different subsets of proteins depending on cell volume

or ploidy is a key biological question.

The minimal model introduced in this thesis allows the modulation of promoter behaviours

not only by tuning their initiation rates, but also their elongation rates. Thus, the regu-

lation of synthesised transcripts with cell volume and ploidy can be decoupled from the

expression level of the promoters. In addition, by either tuning the initiation rate or

the elongation rate, a variety of different cell-volume- and ploidy-dependent regulations

of transcript concentrations can be achieved. Like most fundamental processes, the reg-

ulation of protein subsets with cell volume and ploidy is likely conserved across most

eukaryotes. Thus, this minimal model lays a foundation for the deeper understanding of

protein homeostasis with cell volume and ploidy.



Appendix A

Parameter sets for the minimal

model

To calculate the behaviour of transcript concentrations, cp, predicted by the minimal

model, I set cT M = 2000, k
g
on = 1, k

g
off = k

p
off = 3 and calculated the steady-state

concentration both in haploids (nh = 6000) and in diploids (nd = 12000) over cell volume

for k
p
on = [0.01, 100].

In order to determine the V DP as a function of k
p
on, or k

p
off , I calculated the concentration

for each value of k
p
on, or k

p
off , over a cell volume range of V = [1

3 , 3] and performed a

linear regression fit on the logarithm of the concentration as a function of the logarithm

of the cell volume, with cell volumes being equally spaced on the log scale. The V DP

was then determined as the slope of the linear fit.

In order to determine the concentration ratio between diploids and haploids as a func-

tion of k
p
on, or k

p
off , I calculated the concentration at a characteristic volume V0 both in

haploids and in diploids for each value of k
p
on, or k

p
off . Then, I calculated the ratio of the

concentration in diploids compared to the concentration in haploids.
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Appendix B

Statistical analyses and error

estimations

B.1 Testing significance of the Volume-Dependence-

Parameter

To test for a significant deviation of the V DP from 0, I performed two-tailed one-sample

t-tests on the regression coefficients of the linear fit at a confidence level of α = 0.05. The

null hypothesis H0 assumes the respective coefficient to be equal to 0. In order to test for

the significance of the V DP , I was interested in the slope of the linear fit: for a p-value

smaller than α, I rejected H0 and consider the slope, i.e. the V DP , to be significantly

different from 0.

To test whether the V DP s of two different conditions significantly deviate from each other,

I used a general linear regression model with a categorical variable, Type, to differentiate

between the two conditions analysed:

log2(c) = log2(c0) + V DP0 ⋅ log2(V ) + δ1 ⋅ Type + δ2 ⋅ Type ⋅ log2(V ) (B.1)

with c0 and V DP0 corresponding to the reference condition (Type = 0), δ1 describing the

average difference in the intercepts of the linear fits between the two conditions, and δ2

describing the change in the slopes (V DP s) between the two conditions. In order to test

for a significant difference between the two V DP s, I performed a two-tailed one-sample t-
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test on δ2, with the null hypothesis H0 assuming δ2 = 0, at a confidence level of α = 0.05.

For a p-value smaller than α, I rejected H0 and consider the change between the two

slopes to be significant, i.e. I consider the two V DP s to be significantly different from

each other.

B.2 Comparison of population means

When comparing distributions of mean cell volumes determined with a Coulter counter,

or mRNA concentrations determined with either RT-qPCR or smFISH, I performed the

following statistical tests to assess whether the population means were significantly dif-

ferent from each other. First, I performed a Shapiro-Wilk test at a confidence level of

α = 0.05 to test whether the distributions were normally distributed. For normal distri-

butions, I then performed a Bartlett test at a confidence level of α = 0.05 to test whether

equal variances of the distributions could be assumed. If this was the case, I performed

a two-tailed, two sample t-test assuming equal variances with the null hypothesis H0

assuming equal means, at a confidence level of α = 0.05. If I could not assume equal

variances, I performed a two-tailed, two sample t-test assuming unequal variances. For a

p-value smaller than α, I rejected H0 and consider the means of the distributions to be

significantly different from each other.

If I could not assume normal distributions, after performing the Shapiro-Wilk test, I per-

formed a Kruskal-Wallis test with the null hypothesis H0 assuming that the distributions

are from the same population, at a confidence level of α = 0.05. For a p-value smaller

than α, I rejected H0 and consider the distributions to not be from the same population.

B.3 Error estimation of concentrations at a set cell

volume

To calculate concentrations at a characteristic cell volume of 60 fL with respective error

estimates, I evaluated the linear fits to the double logarithmic data at 60 fL and estimated
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the 95 % confidence intervals of the fit at 60 fL. When normalising the concentration to

a chosen value x, errors were calculated using error propagation:

∆y = y ⋅

√
(∆c2

c2 )
2

+ (∆x2

x2 )
2

(B.2)

with y being the new normalised concentration and c the previously calculated concen-

tration. To estimate the error associated with the ratio between the concentrations at 60

fL in haploids and diploids, I used bootstrap analysis. Specifically, I treated the measure-

ments of protein or mRNA concentration and corresponding cell volume as a set of linked

variables, both for haploid and diploid cells. I then resampled n = 10000 populations of

same size by random sampling with replacement from this experimental two-dimensional

population. Next, I performed a linear regression on the double logarithmic data for

each of the resampled populations and estimated the concentration at 60 fL, giving us

a distribution of n = 10000 concentrations at 60 fL for both haploid and diploid cells.

Finally, I randomly selected a concentration in each of those distributions, and divided

the concentration for diploids by the concentration for haploids. I repeated this process

10000 times with replacement to obtain a distribution of n = 10000 concentration ratios,

for which I calculated the median and the 2.5- and 97.5-percentiles.
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Appendix C

qPCR primer

Table C.1 shows the results of the RT-qPCR measurements on deletion strains, performed

by Daniela Bureik where possible in order to determine the specificity of the qPCR primers

on histone genes. The qPCR primer sequences are shown in table C.2.

qPCR primer MS63-1 [mean C
Gene
P ] Δstrain [CP range]

HHO1 20.3 ± 0.1 no amplification
HTB2 16.8 ± 0.1 40.9 − no amplification
HHF1 17.7 ± 0.3 34.6 − no amplification
HHF2 19.5 ± 0.1 33.6 − 35.9
HHT1 18.0 ± 0.1 32.9 − no amplification
HHT2 19.0 ± 1.4 33.7 − no amplification

Table C.1: Results of RT-qPCR measurements on deletion strains to test for primer

specificity.

Gene qPCR primer direction qPCR primer sequence (5’ - 3’)

ACT1
forward AGTTGCCCCAGAAGAACACC

reverse GGACAAAACGGCTTGGATGG

ENO2
forward TTGTTCCATCTGGTGCCTCC

reverse ACGAAAGCAGCAGCAATGAC

HHF1
forward TACACCGAACACGCCAAGAG

reverse TTGCTTGTTGTTACCGTTTTCTT
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Gene qPCR primer direction qPCR primer sequence (5’ - 3’)

HHF2
forward ACGAAGAAGTCAGAGCCGTC

reverse ACCGATTGTTTAACCACCGATTG

HHO1
forward ACCAGCAAAGGCAAGGAGAA

reverse AAAGCCGTGAGCCCTTCAAT

HHT1
forward CAATCTTCTGCCATCGGTGC

reverse ACTGATGACAATCAACAAACTATGA

HHT2
forward AGCAAACACTCCACAATGGC

reverse CAAGGCAACAGTACCTGGCT

HTA1
forward GTTGCCAAAGAAGTCTGCCA

reverse CAGTTTAGTTCCTTCCGCCTT

HTA2
forward TCGCCCAAGGTGGTGTTTT

reverse TGATTTGCTTTGTTTCTTTTCAACT

HTB1
forward TACACACATACAATGTCTGCTAAAG

reverse AGTGTCAGGGTGAGTTTGCTT

HTB2
forward CCTCTGCCGCCGAAAAGAAA

reverse TCTTACCATCGACGGAGGTTG

mCitrine
forward GAGCTGAAGGGCATCGACTT

reverse TTCTGCTTGTCGGCCATGAT

RDN18
forward AACTCACCAGGTCCAGACACAATAAGG

reverse AAGGTCTCGTTCGTTATCGCAATTAAGC

RPB1
forward CCAGAAGTGGTCACACCATATAA

reverse GGTCTCCGCTATCACGAATG

RPB3
forward TGTGGGGTCTATTCCCGTTG

reverse CGCCCGTCATCATTACGTCT

Table C.2: Sequences of all qPCR primers used in this work.
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Yeast strains

Table D.1 shows all strains used for this work. Strains generated by myself or my student

Petia Adarska are denoted as KCY. Similarly, strains generated by Anika Seel are denoted

as ASY, by Daniela Bureik as DBY and by Dr. Kurt Schmoller as KSY, all members

of the Schmoller lab at HMGU. MMY116-2C, MS62-1 and MS63-1 were gifted by the

Skotheim lab at Stanford University.

Name Genotype Description

ASY020-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, URA3/ura3,

leu2/LEU2

Non-inducible WHI5, diploid strain. Also

used as microscopy background

ASY023-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2,

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain. Used as

microscopy background

DBY001-2 Mat a; ADE2, htb2Δ::KlacURA3 Non-inducible WHI5, haploid htb2Δ

strain

DBY002-1 Mat a; ADE2, whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-

LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3,

htb2Δ::KlacURA3

Inducible WHI5, haploid htb2Δ strain

DBY003-1 Mat a; ADE2, whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-

LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3,

hho1Δ::CglaTRP1

Inducible WHI5, haploid hho1Δ strain
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Name Genotype Description

DBY008-1 Mat a; ADE2, whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-

LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3,

hhf1Δ::CglaTRP1

Inducible WHI5, haploid hhf1Δ strain

DBY009-1 Mat α; ADE2, hhf2Δ::CglaTRP1 Non-inducible WHI5, haploid hhf2Δ

strain

DBY011-1 Mat α; ADE2, hht1Δ::CglaTRP1 Non-inducible WHI5, haploid hht1Δ

strain

DBY013-1 Mat α; ADE2, hht2Δ::CglaTRP1 Non-inducible WHI5, haploid hht2Δ

strain

DBY020-2 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional copy of HTB1 promoter ex-

pressing mCitrine

DBY021-3 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB2prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional copy of HTB2 promoter ex-

pressing mCitrine

DBY022-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional copy of HHF1 promoter ex-

pressing mCitrine

DBY027-11 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

his3::ACT1prom-mKate2-ADH1term-

HIS3, htb2Δ::LEU2

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid

htb2Δstrain with additional copy of

HTB1 promoter expressing mCitrine

and additional copy of ACT1 promoter

expressing mKate2

DCY003-6 Mat α; ADE2, htb1::HTB1-linker-

mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

HTB1 tagged with mCitrine

DCY008-8 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

his3::ACT1prom-mKate2-ADH1term-

HIS3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional copy of HTB1 promoter ex-

pressing mCitrine and additional copy of

ACT1 promoter expressing mKate2
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Name Genotype Description

KCY001-3 Mat a; ADE2, htb2::HTB2-linker-

mCitrine-ADH1term-CglaTRP1,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

HTB2 tagged with mCitrine

KCY002-3 Mat α; ADE2, htb2::HTB2-linker-

mCitrine-ADH1term-CglaTRP1

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

HTB2 tagged with mCitrine

KCY005-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2,

whi5Δ::CglaTRP1/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain. Also used

as microscopy background

KCY006-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2,

htb2Δ::KlacURA3/HTB2,

whi5Δ::CglaTRP1/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with one

HTB2 allele deleted

KCY007-2 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

150bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 150 bp of HHF1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY008-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

300bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 300 bp of HHF1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY009-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

450bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 450 bp of HHF1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY010-2 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

600bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 600 bp of HHF1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY011-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

150bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 150 bp of HHF1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine
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KCY012-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

300bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 300 bp of HHF1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY013-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

450bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 450 bp of HHF1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY014-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

600bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 600 bp of HHF1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY015-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

150bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 150 bp of HTB1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY016-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

300bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 300 bp of HTB1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY017-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

450bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 450 bp of HTB1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine
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KCY018-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

600bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 600 bp of HTB1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY019-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

750bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-

WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-

AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with ad-

ditional 750 bp of HTB1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY020-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

150bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 150 bp of HTB1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY021-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

300bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 300 bp of HTB1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY022-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

450bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 450 bp of HTB1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY023-4 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

600bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADHterm-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 600 bp of HTB1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY024-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

750bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional 750 bp of HTB1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY027-4 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, htb2::HTB2-

linker-mCitrine-ADH1term-

CglaTRP1/htb2::HTB2-linker-mCitrine-

ADH1term-KlacURA3

Non-inducible WHI5, diploid strain with

both HTB2 alleles tagged with mCitrine
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KCY028-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, htb2::HTB2-

linker-mCitrine-ADH1term-

KlacURA3/htb2::HTB2-linker-

mCitrine-ADH1term-CglaTRP1,

whi5Δ::CglaTRP1/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with both

HTB2 alleles tagged with mCitrine

KCY029-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2,

htb2Δ::KlacURA3/htb2::HTB2-linker-

mCitrine-ADH1term-CglaTRP1,

whi5Δ::CglaTRP1/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with one

HTB2 allele deleted and the other HTB2

allele tagged with mCitrine

KCY031-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with addi-

tional copy of HTB1 promoter expressing

mCitrine

KCY032-2 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5,diploid strain with addi-

tional copy of HHF1 promoter expressing

mCitrine

KCY033-2 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB2prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with addi-

tional copy of HTB2 promoter expressing

mCitrine

KCY035-3 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

ACT1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with addi-

tional copy of ACT1 promoter expressing

mCitrine
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KCY038-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

300bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, leu2/LEU2

Non-inducible WHI5, diploid strain with

additional 300 bp of HTB1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY039-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

300bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with ad-

ditional 300 bp of HTB1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY040-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

450bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, leu2/LEU2

Non-inducible WHI5, diploid strain with

additional 450 bp of HTB1 promoter

(truncated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY041-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

450bpHTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with ad-

ditional 450 bp of HTB1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY043-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

300bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with ad-

ditional 300 bp of HHF1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY045-1 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

450bpHHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-

URA3/ura3, WHI5/whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3/his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, diploid strain with ad-

ditional 450 bp of HHF1 promoter (trun-

cated 5’ – 3’) expressing mCitrine

KCY049-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

hir1Δ::natMX6, whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid hir1Δ strain

with additional copy of HTB1 promoter

expressing mCitrine
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KCY050-2 Mat α/a; ADE2/ADE2, htb1::HTB1-

linker-mCitrine-ADH1term-

KlacURA3/htb1::HTB1-linker-mCitrine-

ADH1term-CglaTRP1

Non-inducible WHI5, diploid strain with

both HTB1 alleles tagged with mCitrine

KCY051-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB2prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

hir1Δ::natMX6, whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid hir1Δ strain

with additional copy of HTB2 promoter

expressing mCitrine

KSY212-2 Mat α; ADE2, rrp6Δ::CglaTRP1 Non-inducible WHI5, haploid rrp6Δ

strain

KSY213-6 Mat a; ADE2, rrp6Δ::CglaTRP1,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid rrp6Δ strain

KSY214-1 Mat α; ADE2, hir1Δ::CglaTRP1 Non-inducible WHI5, haploid hir1Δ

strain

KSY215-2 Mat a; ADE2, hir1Δ::CglaTRP1,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid hir1Δ strain

KSY219-3 Mat a; ADE2, rtt106Δ::CglaTRP1,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid rtt106Δ strain

KSY208-3 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::mCitrine-

ADH1term-URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional mCitrine copy (not expressed)

KSY222-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with addi-

tional copy of HTB1 promoter expressing

mCitrine
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KSY223-3 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HHF1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with addi-

tional copy of HHF1 promoter expressing

mCitrine

KSY225-2 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

HTB2prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with addi-

tional copy of HTB2 promoter expressing

mCitrine

KSY226-3 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::mCitrine-

ADH1term-URA3, whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with addi-

tional mCitrine copy (not expressed)

KSY229-1 Mat α; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

ACT1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3

Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain with

additional copy of ACT1 promoter ex-

pressing mCitrine

KSY230-1 Mat a; ADE2, ura3::CglaTRP1-

ACT1prom-mCitrine-ADH1term-URA3,

whi5Δ::kanMX6-LexAprom-WHI5-

ADH1term-LEU2, his3::LexA-ER-AD-

TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain with addi-

tional copy of ACT1 promoter expressing

mCitrine

MMY116-2C Mat α; ADE2 Non-inducible WHI5, haploid strain. Also

used as microscopy background

MS62-1 Mat a; ADE2, whi5Δ::kanMX6,

his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

β-estradiol dependent transcription factor,

haploid whi5Δ strain

MS63-1 Mat a; ADE2, whi5Δ::kanMX6-

LexAprom-WHI5-ADH1term-LEU2,

his3::LexA-ER-AD-TF-HIS3

Inducible WHI5, haploid strain. Also used

as microscopy background

Table D.1: Yeast strains used in this work. All strains are based on W303. CglaTRP1

denotes the TRP1 gene of the organism C. glabrata, KlacURA3 denotes the URA3 gene

of the organism K. lactis.
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